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Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
International enrollment pulls out of slump 
BJ Derrick Johnson II 
Staff Reporter 
The terrorist arcacks of Sepe. 11, 
2001 affected almost every aspect 
ofJife in che United Scates. Irs force 
had an effect on Eastern's campus as 
well. 
And American students were nor 
chc only srudencs who~e lives were 
disrupted. lncernational srudents 
were also affected. 
This year, international srudent 
enrollment has risen for the first 
time since the fall semester of 
2001. 
There are 151 international 
srudencs enrolled at Eastern this 
year. 
After 20() 1, the government 
was "completdy rcsrructured," and 
this aff ecred international student 
enrollment, said Sue Songer. the 
international student adviser. This 
meant che installment of the Student 
and Exchange Visitor Information 
System or SEVIS. 
This system raised fees for 
students hoping to study in che 
United States, Songer said. 
"There is now a SEVIS fee of a 
hundred dollars," she: said. "That's 
in addition co many students who 
already spend hundreds of dollars 
in che application for a VISA. The 
cost alone had deterred students 
enrolling in a universjty. This was 
nationwide, not just Eastern." 
Money is noc the only reason 
chat enrollment has become more 
difficult for international students. 
The process for enrollment has 
become a long and arduous one, 
said Bill Elliot, the administrator of 
international scudcnrs. 
» SEE lllTERllATIOMAJ., PAGE l7 
_ JAY GRABIE< I THE DAILY EASTElll MEWS 
Cassie Shear and other women's soccer players march down Lincoln Avenue, past Old Main, during Take Back the Night on Thursday evening. At the 
rally that followed the march, people read poems denouncing violence. 
A March's Me_ssage: 
Violence -is never okay 
Yearly Take Back the personal poem tided "Tear Drops" "Take Back che Nighc March," Farler, director of adult education 
Night march denounces 
·violence. 
BJ Stephen Di Benedetto 
Staff Reporter 
during the Take Back che Night is an annual event designed to raise and volunteer coordinator of Sexual 
march Thursday night. awareness about violence against Assa.ulrCounselingandlnformacion 
The poem described che effects women, but also violence against Service. 
of sexual abuse on a woman and others. The march scarred with an 
concluded the poem with a personal "This event is co symbolize the introduction by SACIS Board 
starcment of her own: "You can need for safety in our community, President Linda Gay Tooley and was 
ma.kc a difference. Let's put a srop safety for men, women, and children followed by a message from Farler. 
Marilyn, a Charleston co che abuse," she said. She asked in che community during che day 
community member, recited a chat her last name not be used. and during che night," said Misti » SEE MARCH, PAGE A7 
Food court required to charge taxes on purchases 
By Cathy Bayer 
Senior Campus Reporter 
A summer audit of Subway in the 
Marrin Lucher King Jr. University 
Union has caused the univcrsiry ro 
tax purchases from the union's food 
court. 
Illinois State Revenue 
Department officials, who 
conducted che audit, disagreed wjch 
che Subway receipts and asked why 
rax hasn't been charged. 
Food from che residence hall 
dining centers is nor taxable, and 
Eastern considers the food court an 
extension of the dining centers, said 
Mark Hudson, director of housing 
and dining. 
The scare started collecting sales 
cax from the food court in August. 
The decision was made che day 
before the dining centers opened. 
The plan was to implement the 
tax: and "just see what happens," 
Hudson said. · 
H SEE TAlES, PAGE A7 
--------
WWW.DENNEWSCOM I THE DAILY~ 
CAMPUS I CAREER NETWORK DAY 
CADE llOWS I THE DAILY WTEll IEWS 
Students look tor jobs and internships at Career Network Day in the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union. Students were required to dress in business casual and have a prepared resume. 
CAMPUS I NOTEBOOK 
Fumes activate Lantz alarm 
On Thursday ;urernoon smoke 
could be seen coming from Lancz 
Arena. 
The fire alarm was sec off by che 
smoke, which was caused by che 
fumes from che renovating of the 
roof. The building was evacuated 
and fire crucks and ambulances 
showed up on che scene said Joe 
Molter, building coordinator ac 
Lancz Arena. 
- Compikd by Nicok Nicolas, 
Staff Cormpondent 
Korean fil11t director to be at 
Asian Fil• Festini 2006 
Korean film direccor, "Yoon 
Jong-Bin, will discuss his film, 
"Yongs6 Pachi Mochan Cha ('The 
Unforgiven)," ac rhe 2006 Asian 
Film Festival today. 
"The: movie: is abouc a young 
college scudent who enters 
compulsory military service and is 
confronted wich a harsh, hierarchical 
military culcurc. By coincidence, 
his commanding officer is an old 
class mace of his and takes him under 
his wing. Translating for Jong-Bin 
for che question and answer session 
will be Jin-hee Lee, an Eastern 
assistant professor of history. 
Events on Saturday will be 
a kindergarten co cwdfch grade 
educator workshop on reaching 
Korean culcure chrough film, along 
with chc showing of four Korean 
films. 
AU che films will be shown on 
Sarurday with English subtitles. 
starting ac 2 p.m. The first film 
will be "Empress Chung (Wanghu 
Simch'ong)." 
Ocher movies playing include 
"Please Teach Mc English (Y6ng'6 
Wanj6n Ch6ngbok)," "Sad Movie 
(Saedu Mubi)," and "Sympathy 
For Lady Vegeance (Ch'injothan 
Kumjassi)." 
Korean films are free and open 
to che public at chc film festival 
at 7 p.m., in Boardman's Arc 
·Theatre, 126 W Church Scrcct, 
Champaign. 
- Compikd by ]ulir Morss, Staff 
&porter 
Professional wrestli•g sllow to 
play in University Union 
The Universicy Ballroom will 
cum into a ring of fists, fighting 
and body slams as Eastern hosts 
the Six-Way Mayhem Mid-States 
Championship. 
The match cakes place ac 6:30 
p.m., Sacurday in che Martin Luther 
King Jr. Universicy Union. The 
including heavyweight, mid-scares, 
ladies and tag team. Some: notable 
names in professional wrestling 
will compete for chc: title: in their 
respective categories like Koko B-
Ware, George Animal III and Jesse 
Clark. Spike 1V senior official for 
"TocaJ Nonscop Wrestling" Rudy 
Charles will referee. Eastern hosted 
a similar ,r.ro wresding event lase 
January and MicCh S'"arct, event 
coot<llnator an<I contcnocr, lives in 
Charleston and recognized Eastern 
as a worthy venue. 
"We got such a good response 
(at che lase event) that we decided 
Eastern was a good "host," Saret 
said. 
Kachy Carrwright, assistant 
direccor for campus scheduling, was 
also pleased co bring professional 
wrestling back co campus. 
"lc's a good event that fies 
with the building as well as with 
scudencs," Carrwright said. 
Event pricing is $10 in advance 
and $12 at the door for the general 
public. Scudents with IDs can buy 
cickecs for $10 at chc door. Tickers 
can be purchased at the: union 
ticket office or at Karate USA on 
che Charlescon square. 
Doors open at 5:30 p.m. 
professional wrestling event will - Compikd by Sean Hopltins, Staff 
have four championship matches _ Conrspomknt 
University Union Bowling Lanes 
COSMIC BOWLING 
~ 
Friday & Saturday Night 
9:30pm - 12:30am 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT I SAFETY WEEK 
Students reveal safety concerns 
By Sarah Whitney 
News Editor 
and 
Eric Hiltner 
Associate Photo Editor 
The undergraduate parking lots 
on Fourth Street and a path on 
the south side of O'Brien Stadium 
could use some exua lights. 
These were some of the 
suggestions students and others 
participating in EIU Safety Week 
made while walking around campus 
this week. 
Student Government organized 
the walks around campus to 
spotlight areas where lighting, 
adding security cameras or 
trimming bushes would improve 
campus safety. 
The event was organized by 
Student Body President Sean 
Anderson and provided students 
an opportunity to express safety 
concerns ro the administration, 
student government, the University 
Police Department and rhe grounds 
crew. 
"I think it (EIU Safety Week) 
makes an impact in rwo different 
ways," said Dan Nadler, vice 
president for student affairs. "One is, 
l think as students are going around, 
giving feedback they're learning 
about what is currently in place. 
The other side of the coin is that 
they're giving important feedback 
and suggests for improvements 
down the road." 
The week included a walk 
around a different section of campus 
each night. Most hall councils sent 
represenrarives who were given a 
form on which they could record 
their suggestions. 
Leslie Godwin, 'a freshman 
chemistry major and representative 
from Lawson Hall, suggested 
additional lighting be added co che 
undergraduate parking lots. 
"Ic's really dark in between the 
cars because there's not any lights 
up there," she said. 
The area between Fourth and 
Ninth streets and through the South 
Quad were canvassed Wednesday 
night, and Thursday night the walk 
began at the Newman Catholic 
Center for students living in on-
campus apartments. 
On Monday night, parricipancs 
walked around Greek Court and 
Carman Hall. Stevenson food court 
and areas west of Fourth Street were 
canvassed Tuesday night. 
Matthew Brown, a senior 
computer information system major 
and Thomas Hall representative, 
has lived on campus for 3 years and 
said he thinks the event could be 
beneficial. 
EllC HILTllEI I THE DAILY EASTEll IEWS 
Freshman chemistry major Leslie Godwin, of Lawson Hall, uses her cell phone as light to find the number on 
the base of a burned out lamppost Wednesday evening near the Biological Sciences building while on a Safety 
Week walk. Students have been talking around campus with members of student government identifying areas 
of campus that may need improved safety. 
"I think as long as the people 
behind it take an effort co improve 
it, then yes, I think it could be really 
good for campus," he said. 
Students were not the only ones 
making suggestions during the 
week. Adam Due, university police 
chief, made some recommendations 
of his own. During Wednesday 
night's walk, Due said a path near 
1.hc:: :.1.awum could use:: a<lclitional 
lighting. 
Eastern is known as one of the 
safest campuses in the Midwest, 
said Amanda Raz, student executive 
vice president. It's events like this 
chat help maintain the university's 
reputation as a safe campus, she 
added. 
Anderson said, "By corning and 
walking around, you're nor only 
helping out the safety crew yourself, 
but your friends and everyone 
else." 
AMP to return summer funds to AB 
The magazine will not 
publish an August/ 
September issue 
BJ Matt Hopf 
Student Government Reporter 
Amp Magazine received 
approval of cwo line-item transfers 
in order to buy promotional T-shirts 
at Thursday night's Apportionment 
Board meeting. 
AB had to approve the shirts due 
to a bylaw that mandates all clothing 
expenditures must be approved by 
the board. 
The board then cook a five-
minute recess because of confusion 
in the line item numbers. 
Levi Bulgar, AB chair and 
student vice president for business 
affitlrs, explained because of the 
new Banner system, the llne items 
changed. 
The rransfer needed co go to the 
wearing apparel account. 
But before Banner, it would 
have been classified under the 
promotional account. 
"It didn't change the vote, and ir 
didn't change the decision," Bulgar 
said. "We (AB) just had to change 
the (account) number. le was a little 
bit of a mix-up." 
Amp Magazine is the University 
Board publication that covers 
its events and other Eastern 
organizations events. 
Usually there are five issues 
published a year, but this year only 
four will publish. 
There was no August/September 
issue. 
The firsc issue will publish in 
October. 
"There was not enough scafF 
staying in Charleston over the 
summer," said Nicole De Toye, Amp 
editor in chic£ "Two summers ago, 
three of us stayed in Charleston 
to work on the August/September 
issue. However, thar wasn't possible 
this past summer." 
With Amp not coming out for 
the summer issue, it will rerurn 
money co AB for funds budgeted 
for summer. Nearly $4,300 will be 
given back to AB. 
"What we will be getting back 
will be helpful, because when we 
have ocher people come up for 
additional allocations, we will have a 
little bit more co work with," Bulgar 
said. "And obviously they (Amp) 
kept their end of the bargain. 
"They didn't come our with that 
summer issue, so their giving some 
money back." 
The line item transfers will now 
be sent to Studenr Senate for final 
approval. 
campus briefs 
Marching Band Competition 
n Nineteen high school marching 
bands are set to compete in the 31st 
Annual Panther Marching Band Festival. 
The festival will start at 10 a.m. 
Saturday with the O'Brien Stadium gates 
opening at 9:30 a.m. 
The Panther Marching Band will 
perform at 4 p.m. 
on campus 
TODAY 
Pirates of the Caribbean II 
Time I 8 p.m. 
location I Buzzard Hall Auditorium 
More info I 581-5522 
Comedian Owen Smith 
Time I 9 p.m. 
location I 7th Street Underground 
More info I 581-5522 
EIU Observatory Opening View 
Time I 9 p.m. 
locatiom I EIU Physics Observatory 
More info I 581-3220 
SATURDAY 
Certified Peer Education Training 
Time I 10 a.m. 
Location I Martinsville Room 
MLK Jr. University Union 
University Board Dream Residence Hall 
Makeover 
Time I 7 p.m. 
location I University Ballroom 
MLK Jr. University Union 
More info I 581-5522 
Pirates of the Caribbean II 
Time I 8 p.m. 
Location I Buzzard Hall Auditorium 
More info I 581-5522 
Pirates of the Caribbean II 
Time I 11 p.m. 
Locatioa I Buzzard Hall Auditorium 
Mon illfo I 581-5522 
our•ista'9s 
n In Thursday's edition of The Daily 
Eastern News, the name of the group 
the Society for Creative Anachronism 
was misspelled. 
lite DEN regrets t•e error. 
COMMElfTS I CORRECTIOIS I 
EYEllTS 
To report any errors, local events or 
general suggestions for Mure editions 
please contact our news editor, Sarall 
WIUtaeJ, via: 
Phone I 511·7942, 
E-matt J -DEllDewsdes~l.COM 
Office visit I 1111 Buzard 11a11. 
·VIEWS 
FRIDAY 
C1 'r·. :'if 
_,. !._ ) • , j 
GUEST COWMNIST I JOSH VARNER 
Follow the 
Germans 
IJ Josi! Yaner 
Oklahoma State University 
(U-WIRE) STillWATER, Okla, 
- Perhaps we could learn a little from 
the Germans. Not the cliched, racist 
warmongers of yesteryear, bur the people 
of today's Germany. They're more open-
minded and understanding. 
When the Deutsche Oper Berlin, 
an opera house, recently announced it 
would cancel its performance of Mcnart's 
"Idomeneo" due to a potentially offensive 
finale, chis sparked a heated debate across 
the country. 
This opera is an equal-opportunity 
offender whose final scene shows a blood-
covered Idomeneo carrying the severed 
heads of Jesus, Buddha and Mohammed, 
calling "The gods are dead!" 
Never mind how Christians would feel 
seeing their savior sans body. Never mind 
h.ow Buddhists would react to a beheaded 
Buddha, or even violence for chat matter. 
Though Oper director Kirsten Harms' 
decision co cancel the performance was 
based on "unspecified" security concerns, 
it was evidenr thac they feared a potential 
backlash from radical fundarnental.ist 
Muslims. 
This isn't the pare of the story we 
should learn from. This is the background, 
and it's better suited as a lesson of what 
not to do. 
We should learn from how German 
Interior Minister Wolfgang Schauble 
reacted. He called a summit, gathering 
represencacives from 15 groups of 
Germany's Muslim community. 
He then vowed for it co be frank and 
w ith substance, not simply an "exchange 
of pleasantries," and after che conference, 
it appeared he came through. 
After having what was described 
as a productive day, the 30-member 
body announced that, should the opera 
performance be rescheduled, that they 
would all mend together. What a 
fantastic show of unity under the freedom 
of speech. 
Ali Ertan Toprak, representative of 
the Alevi community, a branch of Shiite 
Islam, said, "We can't be defensive in tills 
way against terrorism if we want to live in 
a free and democratic society.• 
When extremists, regardJcss of religion, 
pour fear into our hearts, fear of the 
simplest of things, that's when they arc ac 
their most dangerous. To let chem force 
us to censor ourselves is to let them claim 
victory. 
Angela Merkel, C hancellor of 
Germany, echoed chis sentiment by 
celling the Hannover Neue Prcsse, "Self-
censorship our of fear is not tolerable." 
However, simply dismissing the 
concern for the sake of free speech? 
Thar's noc going co gee you a gold 
ribbon either. Sitting down with the 
religious community and creating acruaJ 
discussion? That's a good scart. 
That's noc co say they haven't worked 
out all of the kinks, like scheduling 
a break for refreshmcncs during che 
conference, yet forgetting thac the 
majority of the arcendancs arc fasting for 
the holy month of Ramadan. 
But they're trying, they're learning, and 
they admit it. And maybe we t:ould stand 
to learn from chem. 
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• ourv1ew 
RSO funding not 
making progress 
ISSUE I Cole Rogers' promise 
to fund Eastern's RSOs 
During the 2006 Student Gover~ment 
elections Cole Rogers, studenc vice president 
for studenr affairs, campaigned on a promise 
of Rccogn.izcdStudent Organization 
funding. 
After four monchs on chc job, RSO 
funding is still in the planning stages and 
will likely not be implcmenccd until the 
spring semester, at best 
Rogers says his proposal for RSO 
funding will be ready by the end of this 
semester, with 
from a separate category. 
Rogers said th.is will "promote cohesion 
and make sure all cbe RSOs have a fair 
• chance co get cbe money." 
While th.is proposal is admirable for 
creating diversity and unity amongst groups 
on campus, it seems like an unnecessary 
hurdle for RSOs to jump through in order 
to gee funding. 
If two Greek organizations wane to 
sponsor an event together, under Rogers' 
plan, they cannot. 
Rogers claims that the proposal wiU be 
ready co be by the end of the semester and a 
test run of the program will be implemented 
in Spring 
2007. a proposed 
test run of bis 
plan put into 
effect in Spring 
2007. 
If two Greek organizations want 
to sponsor an event together, 
under Rogers' plan, they cannot. 
"le will be 
open by next 
semester for 
RSOs to come 
and ask for This 
proposed test 
run would take 
affect six months after Rogers leaves office. 
While Rogers' plan of creating an event 
funding system so the organizations can get 
money &om a fund is a good idea, actually 
putting it into practice will be difficult to 
implement. 
During the campaign. Rogers sa.id he 
planned on setting up a system of srudcnt 
organization funding so that the university 
could give money to different RSOs and the 
groups could fulfilJ their mission statements. 
Now student government plans on 
creating a system where three RSOs would 
have ro go to the funding approval board 
and request funds for an event. 
Currently, RSOs are categorized as social, 
academic and scrvjce groups. 
In Rogers' proposed plan lWO of che three 
RSOs requesting funding would have co be 
FEATURED BLOGGER I ERIC HILTNER 
money," said 
Rogers. 
Rogers has plans for the final policy put 
into plac% in Fall 2007, over a year afrer 
Rogers rook office. 
While Rogers' plan for RSO funding 
would relieve smss on cbe organizations for 
fundraising, it is unacccpable that it will 
take over a year to implement. 
RSO funding has been promised 
and undelivered for years from Srudcnt 
Government. 
Perhaps chis gJoup will be different, but 
the early rcrums do not look good . 
The editorial is the majority opinion of 
The Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
Reach the Opinions editor at 
DEJlopi•iou@J••il.co•. 
I 
"For 110llths now, I had been waiting. 
Waiting for what could have ~n one of 
tile coolest TV shows in a long time. 
But once again, I have been let down." 
COWMllST I MARCO SANTANA 
Attack not 
'fair and 
balanced' 
When somebody in a public office 
docs something that they should uot 
be doing, it is all over one side of the 
airwaves. 
If a conservative screws up, you 
know it will be on CNN, among other 
networks. If a liberal hiccups, Fox News 
will report cl1c inconsistency of it. 
But it is amazing to see the reaction 
when somebody docs something good. 
Bill Clinton helped raise more than 
$7 billion with the Clinton Global 
Initiative. 
Naturally, the media wanted to 
report on chis. And, of courscFthey 
wanted co be, ahem, fur and eccl 
about it. 
So, Clinton gave some of his time co 
Chris Wallace of Fox News. 
It was a good idea at the time. Cross 
over ro the perceived - and chac word is 
used to appease rightics who insist Fox 
News is not biased - righ.c-wing news 
station is a noble effort that can show 
that in some areas, bipartisan politics is 
not impossible. 
Then Wallace opened his mouth. 
Four questions imo the interview, he 
brought up Clinton's inability co catch 
Osama Bin Laden and his supposed lack 
of effort. 
Nor exaccly something you'd expect 
to hear 3 minutes into an interview chat 
was ostensibly about raising money for 
charities char benefit worldwide causes. 
Wallace isn't exactly your run-of-the-
mill interviewer. 
He bas had a fine career and bas woo 
several awards. 
His career has spanned more than 20 
years. 
Bue chis abck/ambush/cboose your 
own war-based noun was unwarranted. 
His insistence chac the questions he 
asked were sent in by viewers and were 
what his audience wanced ro know was 
an insult. 
These are questions Wallace wanred 
an swcrs to and be used a good evenr co 
try and gee those answers. 
It was poor form. 
When he didn't get the answers be 
was looking for, he was ouanatched 
intellectually by Clinton. 
Clinton got bis point and h.is answers 
across while Wallace and Fox News 
continue to amdc him by saying be was 
getting dcfensiw. 
As Cliaton said. the viewers who 
send in questions have their concerns 
fueled by the network's const2Jlt 
battering of the left side. Thesame goes 
for ocher news channels. 
But Clinton is not a village idiot. 
He came bade and seemed to own 
chc interview as h e has done for years. 
It is unfonunate chat something 
positive was marred by partisan politics. 
To be sure, the questions Wallace 
asked have theif place. 
The hunt for Bin Laden should be 
one of the questions that everybody 
wants to know about. But when a 
network asks a former president and 
leaves the current president alone about 
it, the motive is transparent. 
Marco 
Salltalla. 
Marco Santana is 
a junior journalism 
major. 
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Good habits can 
trigger good sleep 
By Jaclyn Gorski 
Heahh Reporter 
Looking ac che clock while crying 
co fall asleep only keeps one awake 
longer. 
"Light from che clock can aigger 
a wake cycle wichouc us realizing 
it," said Eastern Counsdor Cara 
Pschirrer. 
Pschirrer gave tips co help 
people gee better sleep Wednesday 
at che Counsding Center's We.llness 
Booch. This week's topic was 
"Counting Sheep and Getting 
Good Sleep." 
In order co get good sleep, 
people shouJd avoid stimulants 
such as caffeine, keep a regular sleep 
scheduJe, use relaxation ccchniques 
and avoid naps, Pschirrer said. 
Caffeine is in a loc of things that 
people don'c realize itls in, such as 
Exccdrine and chocolate, she said. 
Students come co Pschirrer abour 
sleep problems without realizing 
chat che Mountain Dew chey had 
at dinner is the reason they have 
problems going to sleep. 
"If you're having sleep problems, 
I recommend not taking a nap," 
Pschirrer said. 
Not taking naps helps gee your 
sleep cycle on crack and help you 
stay asleep. 
If students still have problems 
sleeping, rhere are a few things chey 
can do. 
They can get out of bed and do 
something boring or use a noise 
machine, she said. 
They can aJso have a light snack. 
"There are foods chat acrually 
help us sleep," Pschirrcr said. Some 
examples of these foods are turkey 
and dairy producrs. 
Most students who artended 
tht booth attended for class. 
However, chat was noc che case in 
all instances. 
"I'm in chc Biggesr Loser 
program and I need to go co 10 
programs, and I thought chis one 
was interesting," said Caitlyn Doyle, 
a junior nursing major. 
During the presentation, 
srudencs learned abour sleep, che 
effects of not getting enough sleep 
and how to get bcrter sleep. 
Babies need about 16 hours of 
sleep a day, children need between 
nine and 16 hours of sleep a day, 
teenagers need abour nine hours of 
sleep a day and aduJcs need seven or 
eight hours of sleep a day, Pschirre 
said. 
Adults need the same amount of 
sleep through out their adult life; 
che amount of sleep needed does 
not increase as a person gets older. 
However, some people need 
more sleep than ochers. 
"The best way co know how 
much sleep you need, go to bed 
when you fed sleepy after a normal 
day and get up without an alarm 
dock and chat's about how much 
sleep you need," Pschirrer said. 
"Some people need 10 hours while 
others need six." 
Pschirrcr also talked about 
factors that affect sleep. 
Factors such as illness, pain, 
medication, saess, anxiety, 
depression, room temperature, light 
and noise can cause people to have 
problems sleeping, Pschirrer said. 
"A large portion of people who 
suffer from depression, suffer from 
sorr-of insomnia," Pschirrer said. 
Sixty-five percent of Americans also 
lose sleep because of stress. 
If people don't get the right 
amount of sleep, they can have 
problems with concentration and 
memory. Ocher problems include 
irritability. depression, psychosis, 
weight gain and diabetes, Pschirrer 
said. 
There arc also some myths about 
Not all pain relief 
comes in a bottle ... 
Tell your doctor 
the right choice ... 
Central Illinois Physical Therapy 
100 Professiol\_al Plaza, Mattoon 
235-1245 ~· 345-1245 
Eogineedng you.r re/lJnJ to /Jealt/Jy Jiving 
NFL Sunday: 
$1 Coors Li~t Pints · $4 Coors Lt Pitchers 
~ 1.®Rail Drinks 
;NFL Sunday Ticket• Live Music w/ caJeb Cook @ 9; 
IAJ Wllf< I TIIE DAIU WTBlll llfllS 
Mike Tozer from the counseling 
center hands out sheets of paper 
on "How to Get Good Zzzz," while 
dressed like a sheep in the south 
quad on Wednesday afternoon. 
sleep. 
When Starting to doze off to 
sleep in chc car, blasting music or 
rolling down the windows does not 
help someone wake up, she said. 
When someone stares to doze off 
behind che wheel, chey arc already 
engaged in the first stage of sleep -
more commonly called drowsiness. 
"Usually, if you're sleep deprived 
and you get some down cime, you'll 
recognii.c it chen," Pschirrcr said. 
Srudencs who arc having sleeping 
problems are encouraged co visit chc 
counseling cencer. 
The counseling center is free to 
students and handles issues such 
as sleep problems, test anxiety and 
depression. 
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BL!Y T•CKETS O~lLINE AT FMWANGO cor.• 
D o You Have·-... '--·-~--
what It Takes 
To Follow The c lues 
A nd Find 
The Hidden Treasure? 
ManY will tl1'. 
walk away with 
s2.soo in cold 
har-d cash. 
Bealns October 6. 2006. 
I 
I 
Admission includes: Barn Dance, Hiiibiiiy * 
Hayride, Colossal 10-Acre Corn Mqe, Train f 
I Robbery, Old-fashioned Kiddie Carnival, I 
I 
and Gunsmoke Alley 1 
May not be combined with any other offer or promotion. Umit one I 
coupon per visit. May be used for up to six persons per visit. 
- -- -- - - -
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RHA fills empty 
secretary spot 
Staff Report 
The Residence Hall Associacion proudly welcomed rheir 
newly elected secretary co their executive board Thursday 
Night. 
The members elected Jerrod Scherle, a freshman pre-
engineering major of Carman Hall. Scherle was looking 
co get more involved and is looking forward co devoring 
himself to RHA 
RHA has been without a secretary for rhe firsc six weeks 
of school due to their elected secreca.ry resigning over the 
summer. 
Becky Wilson, RHA National Communications 
Coordinator and lrnnois Communications Coordinator, 
has performed the secretarial duties until a proper election 
could be held. 
To be elected co the RHA Executive Board, members 
muse have arcended three meetings that year as well as live 
on campus. The delegation muse hold nominations and 
then cable the elections till the next week. 
This was the fuse official week the board could hold rhe 
election. The residence halls are painting windows chis week 
co welcome families co Family Weekend per the request of 
Dan Nadler, vice president for student affairs. 
The Of the Month awards were given out at the meeting 
by RHA and the National Residence Hall Honorary for 
August. Winners include Michelle Jones of Andrews 
Hall for spotlighc, Bonnie Cielenski of Pembercon Hall 
was resident assistant of che month, The Taylor Hall RA 
staff won rhe community award and Becky Wisecup of 
McKinney Hall was the executive board member of rhe 
month. This week is also Residents on Campus Festival, a 
program sponsored by RHA The Last event of ROC Fest 
is rhe dance of the decades at 8 p.m., coday in Pemberton 
Hall. 
[,_[.,_ 
EIU Students Reading Council OPENING! Arlene's Beauty 
Scholastic Book Fair Monday, Supplies! Tuesday October 
September 25 through Tuesday, the 3rd. Hours 12-5 Tuesday 
October 3. Buzzard 1320. There through Saturday, hair and 
will be a book drawing on Oct. beauty supplies for both ethnic 
and caucasian. Just past CVS 3 for ALL those who purchase 
drugstore in Charleston JI. 
books. 10/5 
9/29 
!SATURDAY NIGHT! Pro 
Wrestling in the Grand Ballroom. 
Tickets only $10 at EIU Ticket 
Office or at the door. Doors open 
6:30p.m. Show at 7:30 
________ 9129 
Roses are red, pickles are green. 
Pizza's a holler, Joey's a scream. 
Joey's, Joey's, Joey's We deliver 
all day, every day. 345-2466 
________ 10/1 
u... 
Brian's Place Nightclub, hiring 
go-go dancers. Just dancing and 
fun. $8 an hour. 2100 Broadway 
Mattoon. 234-4151 
________ 9129 
EXPANDING OUR STAFF FOR 
DELIVERY DRIVERS. APPLY 
IN PERSON AT JOEY'S 850 
LINCOLN AVE BEFORE 11AM 
ANOAITTR2PM 
$.30 per word for the first day 
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates 
$.50 per word for the first day 
$. 20 per word for each additional consecutive day 
......., ................ n:a, 
......... 
ft www.dtn...,s.com 
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Author charges Bush not 
acknowledging Iraq deaths 
briefs 
Police in Florida search for 
man who shot Z deputies 
The Associated Press 
The Associated Press every 15 minutes. Woodward said President 
Bush is so sure of success 
in the Iraq war thac he told 
some leading Republicans, 
"J will not withdraw even 
if Laura and Barney are 
rhe only ones supporting 
LAKELAND, Fla. -A man who had 
been pulled over for a traffic violation 
shot two sheriff's deputies Thursday, 
killing one of them and prompting NEW YORK "Ic's getcing co the point 
now where there are eight, 
900 arracks a week. That's 
more than a hundred a 
day. That is four an hour 
attacking our forces," 
Woodward said. me.'l 
Violence in Iraq is greater 
than rhe White House has 
acknowledged, and the 
outlook is even bleaker 
for 2007, author and 
journalise Bob Woodward 
said in commencs co air 
Sunday night on CBS 
television's "60 Minutes." 
Woodward, che 
uThe rrurh is chat the 
assessment by intelligence 
experts is chat next year, 
2007, is going to get worse 
and, in public, you have 
the president and you 
have che Pemagon saying 
'Oh, no, things are going 
co ger better."' 
Bush and his wife, 
Laura, have a Scottish 
cerrier who is named 
Barney. 
an intensive manhunt that forced a 
lockdown at three schools, officials 
said. Authorities told residents to lock 
themselves in their homes as officers 
swarmed the rural area. The gunman 
remained at large. The shooter was 
first approached during a traffic 
stop for speeding, officials said. The 
deputy became suspicious of the 
man's ID, and the suspect bolted into 
thick brush. That deputy and another 
who arrived seconds later with a 
police dog chased the suspect. As 
the officers tracked him, there was a 
"burst of gunfire," said Polk County 
Sheriff Grady Judd. 
Washington Pose reporter 
whose third book on rhe 
Bush administration, 
uScace of Denial," comes 
our next week, said U.S. 
croops and their allies are 
being attacked, on average, 
Known for his access 
co high-level officials, 
A senior administration 
official, who hadn't seen 
rhe book and spoke on 
condition of anonymity, 
said reviews of its contents 
did not suggest anything 
new. 
AIDS funding bill passes House 
Hurd agrees HP behaved 
horribly in leak probe 
WASHINGTON - Hewlett-Packard 
Co.'s current and former board 
chairs readily agreed Thursday 
The Associated Press "The HN/AIDS epidemic is 
WASHINGTON - The House agreed 
Thursday night co send more; AIDS care 
money co rural areas and the South, 
overcoming angry opposmon from 
big-state lawmakers who stand to lose 
millions. 
moving," countered Rep. Joe Barton, 
R-Texas. "This is a very fair compromise. 
Ir begins co treat all scares on an equal 
footing." 
The bill faces uncertain prospects in 
the Senate before Congress recesses at 
the end of the week co campaign for re-
election. 
with outraged lawmakers that the 
storied Silicon Valley company had 
behaved horribly in trying ferret 
out boardroom leaks. Neither, 
though, was willing to take the 
blame. Addressing a scandal that 
congressmen likened to Watergate 
and Enron - and which toppled 
Chairwoman Patricia Dunn, two 
other directors and at least three 
high-ranking executives - current 
Chairman and CEO Mark Hurd 
apologized for the tactics. 
"It's shameful and disgraceful," 
shouted Rep. Eliot Engel, D-N.Y., before 
lawmakers· voted 325-98 to amend rhe 
$2.1 billion Ryan White CARE Acc. 
Several senators are blocking it, and an 
attempt by supporters to force a Senate 
vote Thursday nighc failed. 
• help wanted 
Twp Petaz, Inc., owners of 
radio stations WCBH-WCRA-
WCRC located in Effingham, 
Illinois, is seeking a confident, 
upbeat, energetic and qualified 
individual for the position of 
Receptionist. Duties include, but 
are not limited to: anwering busy 
phone lines, greeting the public, 
compiling sales presentations/ 
packages, plus general office 
duties. Computer experience 
is needed. This is a full-time 
position, M-F, with benefits 
offered. Interested individuals 
may send a resume to: Mary 
Phillips WCBH/WCRAIWCRC 
40S 5. Banker #201 Effingham, 
Illinois 62401 OR email to: 
mphilips@cromwellradio.com 
________ 10/20 
The New Rockome is hiring 
waiters and waitresses for its 
newly renovated restaurant. 
Applications are available at 
the Rockome office or on-line 
at www.rockome.com. Return 
applications in person-Monday 
through Friday, April 10-14. Call 
(217) 268-4106. 
________ 00 
Advertising Representative 
Wanted: Fill out application O 
Student Publications Office in 
Buzzard 
________ 00 
[? lost& found 
Lost: Movie related VHS tape. 
To retrieve tape go to Old Main 
Room2010. 
Lost: One Gold Earing. Go to 
2010 in Old Main to retrieve this 
item. 
Lost: Pair of Black Reading 
glasses. Go to Records Office in 
Old Main Rm. 1220. 
• 
Wanted: apartment mate, great 
location, great price, available 
now. Rent your own room on 9th 
street. Females only. Call (217) 
493-9234 
________ 10/2 
1 bedroom apartment. Available 
Spring '07. $265/ month includes 
water. 348-6787. 
________ 10/S 
'•' torrent 
Brand new home 2nd semester 
3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 3 car 
garage. No pets. 345-9267. 
________ 9129 
Available January '07: 4 bedroom 
house, off campus, 2 blocks from 
square @ 910 Madison. $250/ 
room 217-276-7326. 
_______ 10/06 
House for Rent. located at 16 
Polk St. Walking distance to 
campus. 3 to 4 bedrooms. Call 
217-663-9624 
________ 10/10 
'•' torrent 
Available NOW! 2 bedroom 
duplex. W/D,garbage and water 
included. 2 people $275 each. 
Call 348-7733 or 512-0334 
________ 10/11 
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533 
________ 00 
Parle Place Apartments: 1 unit 
available immediately call for 
details. Contact Jen 348-1479 
________ 00 
AVAIL IMMED large apt, l or 2 
person Central air, w/d, garage. 
No pets. 345-7286 www. 
jwilliamsrentals.com 
________ 00 
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-33S3. 
________ 00 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR Apts. available for second 
semester. Call 345-6000. 
________ 00 
6bedroom house close to campus, 
3 bathrooms, 2 living rooms, 
Large Kitchen. Stove, refrigerator, 
washer and dryer. Available for 
the 06-07 school year for more 
info www.poteeterentals.com or 
217-345-5088 
------~-00 
f •' torrent 
5 bedroom house on 6th Street, 2 
bath, Large bedrooms completely 
remodeled new carpet, stove 
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch 
and dining room. Available for 
the 06-07 school year for more 
info www.poteeterentals.com or 
217-345-5088 
________ ()() 
1430 1/2 9TH ST. VERY 
AFFORDABLE. 4 BDRM 
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 1/l 
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING. 
NO PETS. 348-8305 
________ 00 
LADIES ARE YOU LOOKING 
FOR HOUSING FOR 2007· 
2008. I have 2 and 3 bedroom 
apartments and houses for up 
to 7. Located Campus side " 
Lincoln on 1st and 3rd street. Call 
345-5048 
________ ()() 
Available Oct l st. One:br apt 
water&trash included, off-street 
parlcing. $375/mo. Buchanan 
Street Apt. 345-1266 
________ ()() 
NOW LEASING FOR SPRING 
TERM 2007. DELUXE 4 
BR. HOUSE ADJACENT TO 
UNIVERSITY AT 1426 7th 
STREET. 348-8406 
________ ()() 
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FROM PAGE Al 
Since the attacks, many 
government workers bave 
been exuemely cautious in the 
screening process, Songer said. 
"There is tremendous 
pressure because some of rbe 
people who Bew che airplanes 
on 9/11 had F-1 VISA's," 
Songer said. "AJJ of those 
Americans who worked in the 
embassies worried that rbey 
might be the one who would 
aJJow another terrorist into the 
Unired Stares. So that created 
a lot of active denials of VISA 
applications. And then what 
happened is rbat we losr a 
lot of scudems in che United 
Srares, and they chose ro go 
to England and Australia. 
When our numbers declined 
those countries increased 
tremendously." 
Eastern's Deparanenc of 
international scudencs.is raking 
steps ro ger more international 
srudencs back at Eastern, Elliot 
said. 
"I think rbey have increased 
because of some serious work 
in our office ro increase those 
numbers," Elliot said. "I think 
char we have (improved) 
through our new policies and 
procedures and our recruirmenc 
efforts; that's one of the reasons 
why rbe numbers are better 
than what they were." 
Elliot said that Eastern 
cannot take aJJ rbe credit, 
however. 
Better conditions in other 
counrries and change in policies 
by rbe federal government 
contributed to the increase. 
' Taxes 
FROM PAGE A1 
Eastern requested a waiver 
for che cax. It will take six 
months before the Illinois 
Deparrmenc of Revenue makes 
a decision. 
If Eastern doesn't get the 
waiver and also didn't collecc 
the tax, the univcrsiry could be 
in trouble, Hudson said. 
"Thar's pare of why we 
chose co collect it," be said. 
The university isn't trying to 
hide anyrhing, Hudson said. 
It's just trying noc co make 
the tax a bigger deal that ir 
really is. 
Hudson said he's only 
received rwo questions about 
the tax so far. 
le seems most students have 
nor noticed that their dining 
dollars are acruaJJy worrb 6.75 
percent less. 
If the decision rules that 
produces from the food court 
don't have to be taxed, the cax 
money will noc be refunded or 
rebaced. 
"If a tax is collected and it's 
caJJed a sales tax, the university 
has co turn it in as a sales cax," 
Hudson said. The money 
is paid co the state, nor the 
university. 
Students and staff have 
been able to use dining dollars 
at Eastern since around 2000, 
Hudson said. 
Housing and Dining was 
put in charge of che food court 
in the university union in 
January 2002. 
That is also when 
renovations on the union were 
finished, moving Subway and 
Chick-6.J-a from the rach skeller 
in 7th Street Underground to 
"In addition to our efforts, 
which are considerable, there 
are also some good economic 
reasons why our numbers are 
good overaJJ in the United 
Scares," Elliot said. "One 
country in particular (India) 
is providing more avenues of 
funding for chem (scudencs) to 
come here; we're starting co see 
this also wirb china. ln lndia 
banks are scarring co provide 
student loans chat require no 
collateral. Ir's sort of like what 
we do here. There is some sorr 
of financial aid that a scudenc 
can apply for once they gee 
here. So in general, across 
the U.S., I think that's the 
main reason our numbers are 
scarring to come back up in the 
U.S." 
"There were people in the 
federal government and our 
professional organization that 
lobbied and we can't let the 
brain power of the world go to 
other countries," Songer said. 
"We had always been che leader 
in international education 
of the world. We were losing 
our place and people began 
lobbying and saying 'we need 
to rethink th.is'." 
Although enrollment 
has become harder for 
international studencs, many 
are still nor deterred. 
Sreeniva Nannapaneni, a 
graduate student in che biology 
department from India, said he 
gives bis support ro those who 
make che decision to study in 
the United States. 
"I would definitely 
encourage chem co come 
here and pursuer cheir higher 
education," Nannapaneni 
said. 
the union. 
Before those renovations, 
food was only available on a 
cash-only basis. 
Now 80 percent of the 
traffic in the union is studencs 
using their dining doJJars, 
Hudson said. 
Studencs rradirionally had 
ro eat in dining centers offered 
by the w1iversicy, offering tax-
free food. 
Bue now Eastern has 
changed the way it does 
business, said Mike Klemens, 
a spokesperson for the IJJinois 
Department of Revenue. 
Instead of rbe universicy 
jusc operating a dining haJJ, 
it operates restaurants, coo. 
Places like Chick-fil-a, Subway 
and Connie's Pizza count as 
restaurants. 
These are private business 
entities, so their sales are 
taxable, Kelmens said. 
Getting a sandwich from 
Subway in the union or from 
Subway on Lincoln Avenue is 
the same, and the rwo compete 
for business. 
The only way around th.is 
rax is if che food court in the 
union is available exclusively 
co studencs, which isn't the 
case, Klemens said. 
Eastern submitted a request 
for a private letter ruling. 
According to the IJJinois 
Department of Revenue: 
"Private letter rulings are issued 
by the deparcmenr in response 
to specific taxpayer inquiries 
concerning the application 
of a tax stature or rule to a 
particular fact situation." 
Despite hopes for a positive 
ruling, Hudson is skeptical 
about the tax. 
He's guessing the university 
will have co continue to 
implement a sales cax. 
March Charles Youth Group, Delta Sigma Thdta, Health Studies and women's 
-FR_O_M-PA_G_E_A_1 ________ basketball. 
"Tonight it is my hope that we 
come together as a smaJJ group of 
thoughtful, committed citizens that 
will change cbe world by speaking 
out against sexual assault, sexual 
abuse, sexual harassment and sexual 
violence," Farler read. 
Student organizations chat attended 
the event included women's soccer 
and men's baskeLbaJJ. 
Other groups included the Women 
Studies Deparcmenc, che Saint 
BOONDOCKS I AARON McGRUDER 
WELL, SING WE'RE ON THE 
TOPIC, ltrS TAU( A~OUT 
YOUR PREMARITAL 
OAllNG G101as _ 
NON SEQUITUR I WILEY MILLER 
Following rhe introduction, 
Marilyn recited her poem along with 
anocher community member. 
"The poems are very individualized 
for the person reading chem," Farler 
said. 
Following rhe poems, the people in 
attendance were handed a candle and 
then proceeded to walk down Fourth 
Street co Lincoln Avenue chen in fronc 
of Old Main and down Scvench Screer, 
through che Library Quad and back to 
finish the march ac the Campus Pond 
pavilion. 
NOW THESE ARE JOST lHE ONES YOU 
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NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLE I EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ 
ACROSS 28 Torment 
1 Predicament 
29 Tiptop, in 
5 Tots' pops hip-hop 
10 See 12-Down 
14 Metro Atlantic 30 Steve _, 1980 
Athletic Olympic gold-
Conference medalist runner 
team 31 "Fat chancel" 
15 Rice/Lloyd 34 Musical Webber work instruction 
16 It's part of P.R. 
11 Backup troops 35 Where •Aida" debuted 
19 Dying words 
20 Sweet German 36 Captured, after 
bread •on• 
21 Its use might 37 In addition 
leave you out of 
38 Starch sources gas 
23 Old computer 39 Provide food for 
networking 
40 Overseas protocol 
carrier 
26 One way to be 
repaid 41 Wags 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
42 Lincoln's 
description of 
pre-Civil War 
America ... or 
a hint to the 
circled letters 
46 Brown v. Board 
of Education city 
47 Movable 
belonging 
50 •_ charmant!" 
51 Tum up on the 
beach 
54 Religious 
inscription 
55 Bypass 
56 Enthralled 
57 Shade of blue 
58 Cries out 
59 Junk 
DOWN 
1 Paul McCartney 
and others 
2 Foot specialist? 
3 Watching 
4 Engine 
attachment 
Puzzle by Joe DIPlelro 
11 Affordable 
artwork, 
perhaps 
12 One in a 
10-Across 
13 Baseball Hall-
of-Farner Robin 
I 
i 
5 Stand up for 18 Actress Verdugo 
6 Opposite of 22 Fails to be 
apres 24 Literally, "little 
7 Board member: turnips• 
Abbr. 25 New 
8 Bill holder 
_ (certain 
9 Refuses occultists) 
10 Lacoste- 26 "Well, well," to 
wearing, maybe Wellington 
news 1111 
"Some of chem are survivors, so ic 
means something co th.em, and some 
of them have a family member that 
has experienced abuse," Farler said. 
The crowd also shouted chancs to 
help onlookers realli:e what they were 
marching for. 
"Ir~ great to sec students come our 
and recognize that there is violence in 
their backyard," said Suzanne Enck-
Wanzer, a professor of communication 
studies. 
"I am hoping char everyone cakes 
the message of che march home with 
them, and for the rest of their lives 
that they remember violence is never 
okay," Tooley said. 
ANO "THEN "THERE WAS MIGIAEL 5X. 
HEY. OION'T YOU GET HIM l(IQ(EO 
OUT OF lHE NAllON 
OF ISLAM ? """ 
Tl Knot 
30 Four-_ boat 
31 Didn't like 
leaving 
32 Little, e.g. 
33 One of a 
matched set 
35 Left 
36 Words of 
defiance 
38 Mission 
39 Notes at the 
end? 
40 Makes aware 
41 Crusades 
42 Where 
Christmas 
decorations go 
up in summer? 
43 Ceratoid 
44 Word with light 
or horse 
45 Screening 
device 
48 "Aeneid" figure 
49 Endurance 
52 Greetings from 
Galba 
53 Staff note 
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Kevin Kolman speaks to fraternity members about the effects of hazing Thursday evening in Lumpkin Auditorium. 
Greeks learn dangers of hazing 
By Cathy Bayer 
Senior Campus !'.eporter 
"Mom, 1 l<llled your son." 
lhar's the one line Kevin 
Kolman, 28, was petrified of telling 
his mother after his younger brother 
was hazed. 
Kolman's brother Timothy was a 
scudcnr ar the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign. Timothy 
didn't want anything co do with 
Greek Life. 
Bue after several attempts, 
Kolman, a Sigma Chi at Eastern, 
talked his brother into going 
Greek. 
"We were 'brothers squared.'" 
Kolman was afraid of those 
words after attending his brothers' 
Big Brother Night ar U ofl. 
When he arrived at 9 p.m., 
Kolman said his brother was 
already beyond wasted. The men in 
his fraternity were giving the new 
recruits shoes, mixes of Everclear 
and vodka. 
The shots came after extreme 
physical abuse, so the recruics 
wouldn't remember the physical 
aces. 
Kolman brought his brother 
back to the chapter house. 
That's where he saw two other 
new recruics, literally urinating on 
themselves. 
One young man's blood alcohol 
level was .42 percent. 
After caking chose men to the 
hospital, Kolman found out that 
the man's mother was a nurse at the 
hospital. 
They had a family party the next 
day, which the young man couldn't 
attend because he was still in the 
hospital sobering up. 
Kolman cold this story twice on 
Thursday: once co fraternities and 
again ro sororities. 
He asked che audience why chis 
happened. 
"Somebody thought ic was a 
good idea," he said. 
Kolman has dedicated his life to 
celling others about his experience 
wich hazing. He addres.~ed the 
audience as part of Easrem's Halt 
Hazing Weck. 
Kolman asked the audience to 
imagine making a telephone call to 
a friends' mother and saying: "We 
did something stupid that went too 
far ... your son isn't here." 
Kolman was afraid for his 
brother's life, so he stayed up all 
night while Tunothy was sleeping, 
ma.king sure his chest kept moving 
up and down. 
"I was damned if I was going to 
let that kid pass away," he said. 
The nickname 
After that night, Kolman 
evaluated what he was doing ac his 
own fraternity at Eastern. 
While going through his 
undergrad, Kolman said he was 
hazed. 
He worked his way up to chapter 
president and hazed other members 
of his fraternity. 
Kolman's nickname while at 
Eastern was "Tractor." He used co 
be 6 feet, 5 inches and weighed 340 
pounds. 
He smoked excessively and 
drank just as much, he said. 
"I ran on nicotine and alcohol," 
he said. 
His nickname earned him 
notoriety. 
If there was a fight at a bar, 
people blamed "Tractor," whether 
Kolman was there or not. 
"His reputation was a lot worse 
than the reality," said Bob Dudolsl<l, 
director of Greek Life. 
Dudolski said he had heard 
the nickname before he ever met 
Kolman. 
Dudolsl<l warned the Sigma Chi 
chapter: "This chapter's going to 
close because of this guy, Tractor." 
Having him back al Eastern 
is great because of how Kolman 
turned his life around, Dudolski 
said. "It's interesting to see Kolman 
now, pursuing his dream." 
He said stories like chis mean 
more to students because Kolman 
has been at Eascern and can relate 
to students here. 
But after that night with his 
brother, things changed. 
Kolman started researching and 
reading the Sigma Chi ricuals with 
other chapter members. 
Kolman helped scop hazing in 
his fraternity. 
Kolman was in college for 10 
years. 
He spent two years at Harper 
Junior College, six years at Eastern 
as an undergrad and another cwo on 
campus for graduate school. 
When he firsc cried college, 
Kolman Bunked out, blaming 
excessive drinking. 
His parents l<lcked him our of 
the house, and he spent a few nights 
sleeping under a car. 
After reevaluating his life, 
Kolman tried college again. 
He graduated in 2004 &om 
Eastern with a degree in physical 
education. 
He came back for graduate work 
and was a sea.ff member for Greek 
Life. 
Kolman graduated in 2006 with 
his master's in college and student 
affairs. 
He now plans to be a motivational 
speaker and share his stories of 
hazing with college srudents. 
Kolman said most of the men in 
the room were likely to be hazed. 
He said chat experience is 
something thac will affecr chem for 
the rest of their lives. 
"If you hun the human soul. 
you'll never fix it," he said. "It'll stay 
with you for the rest of your life." 
A hazing hero 
"We're men," he said. "We don'r 
cry. usually never laugh. We don't 
lose. We win." 
Bur when a mtmber of a sorority 
or fraternity tells another member 
co do something, yells ar them or 
harasses them, Kolman said co take 
a stand. 
"You have the option co cell 
them 'no,"' he said. "Be aware that 
you have rights. You are people." 
Kolman asked the Greek 
members in each presentation what 
would happen if someone yelled at 
their mothers, sisters or brothers, 
poinred a finger at chem and made 
them cry. 
Audience members smacked 
their fists in their hands, sac up 
in their seats and said they would 
probably "l<lck his ass" - that 
is, whoever was harassing their 
mother. 
That's your family, Kolman said. 
And sorority or fraternity members 
are supposed co be their sisters or 
brothers. 
Kolman posed the question: 
"Why do we preach these ideals 
as fraternity men and sorority 
women and do the direct opposite 
developing our new members?" 
Members can build each ocher 
up through encouragement and by 
holding each other responsible, he 
said. 
The men who are the loudest 
and most obnoxious are usually the 
people who have been hazed and are 
crying co cope, Kolman said. 
Instead of putting up with it, 
people should cake a stand, Kolman 
said. 
He recommended asking 
questions and find out why 
someone else wanes to belittle 
another person. 
"Become a hazing hero," he 
• ean1ng o 
• aztng can 
seem hazy 
IJC...,llyer 
Senior Campus Reporter 
The difference between having fun 
with friends and hazing isn't easy to 
define, said Bob Oudolski, director of 
Greek Life. 
"That's the dilemma," Oudolski 
said. "There is no clean-cut answer." 
Megan Dolan, president of Kappa 
Delta and executive member of 
Panhellenic Council, said her sorortty 
clarifies the answer. 
Anything that isn't mandatory for 
the older members of the sorority 
means that new members can't do rt 
either. 
No one is separated, having to do 
something everyone else doesn't. 
School officials discussed hazing 
at Wednesday's luncheon. Members 
of the athletic department, Greek Life 
and band department tried to decide 
where to draw the ne. 
Dolan, a senior early childhood 
educat on maJOr, said hazing starts 
whenever a person starts to feel 
uncomfortable. 
''That's when you need to draw 
the line," she said. 
Experiences with hazing don't 
usually beg n 1n college, said Mary 
Kate Lobough, Greek Court associate 
res'dent director. Students trace 
hazing back to h'gh school or even 
junior high, she said. 
Hazing isn't fmited to Greek 
Life or athletics, Oudolski said. 
It's also a factor with bands and 
other organizations. Hazing can 
also happen in businesses or the 
workplace. 
"Any time there's a hierarchy, 
hazing can evolve," Oudolski said. 
Hazing was even endorsed m 
schools in the early 1800s, Oudolski 
said. Fawlty encouraged hazing by 
the older students to keep younger 
students in hne. 
Education was highly structured 
then, and other students helped the 
teachers keep it that way, he said. 
People have mixed views about 
hazing, however. 
Some people hear about Eastern's 
no-hazing policy and are upset. 
Dudo1ski said. 
MSome people want to be hazed," 
he said. 
Dolan said she had heard that, 
too. 
"Some like the idea of earning 
their letters," she said. 
Lobough blames some 1V shows 
and movies for glorifying hazing. 
"They really put a weird spotlight 
on hazing," she said. "Some en1oy It." 
Hazing is different when dealing 
with men and women. 
Oudolski said the differeoces 
include the initiation of hazing. 
Men are more physical and 
subservient, like having designated 
drivers or house cleaners, he said. 
Men usually include more 
meaningless tasks, enforcing a power 
stance. 
Lobough agreed that men are 
more physical and task-oriented 
Women, on the other hand, are 
more psychological or self-esteem 
related. 
Mark tiudson, director of rousing 
and dining, said the best thing to do IS 
to educate others about hazing. 
But Hudson said there's a catch: 
people come to college with hazing 
in their background. uOnce you've 
experienced it yourself, you feel the 
need to pass it on," he said. 
Hudson agreed that the line 
between fun and hazing has been 
blurred. 
' ' - -
Diehard fans count down the da}rs to the big premiere 
Eyes wide open, it's 3 a.m. and Greg has 
to be at work in a few hours. He wants to go 
to sleep but he can't shut his eyes in fear of 
missing the smallest of small details. 
"One more episode," be cdJs himself. "Just 
one more and then rtJ go co sleep." 
Greg Bushuc, a junior business manage-
ment major, never thought he'd be spending 
more then one hour watching "Lost" with his 
roommates on that Friday night on Jan. 13. 
His roommate Ben McGuire, junior en-
vironmental biology major, received the fim 
season of "Lost" for Christmas and brought 
it back so his roommates could fall into 
the craze. And it worked because one hour 
turned into 10 hours. And the big weekend 
of going out to panics, bars and meeting girls 
rumed into a weekend in front of che 1V 
with the boys desperately figuring out what 
was going to happen next. 
It was like an all-night, every-night party 
for a week just getting us caught up into the 
second season, which bad already staned 
before he'd watehed the first, said Bushue. 
The roommates declared Scott Albertsen, a 
senior political science major. the designated 
driver for the "Lost" -atbons that fint week-
end, not JUSt for his friends who were drunk, 
but those who were too tired to drive as well. 
"I wanted to go to bed, but I couldn'r; 
Albemcn said. "I was so tired, but so into the 
show and everyone else I was driving home 
kept wanting one more episode." 
He said he was sick all that weekend, but a 
Uttle illness called pneumonia wouldn't keep 
him from staying up all hours to watch the 
show with his friends. 
The "Lost" all-night parties had rules that 
most panics on campus don't. 
No talking is the first rule. 
"You talk, you get slapped," Albertsen 
said. 
McGuire said, "It's true, you do get 
slapped." 
Only use the bathroom if it's an emer-
gency. 
"We might pause it for a quick bathroom 
break, or we might not," Bushue said . 
• Getting food only during designated food 
breaks is the next rule. 
Ned Kenter, a junior athletic training ma-
jor and roommate, said they grab what they 
nc~ed quicldy because "everyone wants to get 
right back into it." 
All roommates agreed if anyone were 
too slow, the show would scan without that 
person. 
Drink at your leisure is the forth rule. 
Albertsen said that some get sloppy drunk, 
but if you do, they wouldn't rewind it or rry 
to explain a part to you. 
One roommate said be had to re-watch 
an entire disc of episodes because he got too 
drunk and couldn't remember every detail 
chat happened. 
"Every show builds upon the last show," 
Albertsen said. "If you miss the slightest 
thing, you'll be lost." 
The "Lost" parties have moved from the 
guys' apartment in the Atrium on J2•h to the 
guys' new house on 11 di and Garfield. 
Kenter said the roommates arc counting 
down the days until the season premiere and 
will probably "count down the hours and 
minutes on the day 0£9 
II SEE UllT, PMiE IZ 
· CA111E HOWS I 
Obsessed "Lost" fans worship the past two seasons on DVD. The shows' third sea:son premieres Oct. 4 with "A Tale of Two Cities." 
University Board books D.C. -m comedian 
., CintdtH , .,... 
Verge reporter 
And 
lrtatlu Peters 
AdMtles Reporter 
Owen Smith, a comedian raised in the 
Washington D.C. area, knew be waaM 
to do stand up since be was nine JafS oW. 
but didn't realize why be made.people llagfl 
until he met his gidfiicnd't fiahtr. 
Because Smkb'a c • hai\Vesc 
Indiana, and bit~ Jidher Idiom 
Trinidad, he realized rigbrawqm..rJ.e 
"looked like a Caribbcf,p W)" 
This comment~ up Smllh\wodcl 
and made bbA ...-.e-w1ar me-aowd ln 
D.C. dkliDOt~W.~ he looked 
JJb aatilmd boJ;.Pd that made him funny 
-
~ .... made people laugh then, when 
l••QllM!han on 1V I was like 'Wow 
..W.Whit Fm going to do', but I didn't tell 
~·i..w. 
...._II one of about I 00 college 
..... dm CIP"'dian Owen Smith has 
boobcl 1hla ~· 
-ibis~ I am doing the most colleges 
--t"'Vc ever done in my life,"' he said. 
Smith will be performing at 9 p.m., 
tonight in 7th Street Underground. 
"It's a very dub like aonosphcre," Wei 
University Board vice chair Melissa Schae-
fer. "Even though it's a smaller vaiue you 
sec people sitting on tables (for the show)." 
Smith is the third comedy show for UB 
this semester. 
H SEE mnl, PMiE 12 
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o tap 
TODAY 
Travis Westly Trio 
Time I 6p.m. 
Location I Friend's & Co. 
More info I No cover. 
Sase Haven 
Opening for 
The Fuz 
Time 17 p.m. 
Location I Mac's Uptowner 
More info I $3 at the door. 
A Night of HOPE 
Time I 6-10 p.m. 
Location I Jackson Avenue 
More info I Julia Rea, Kari and Sarah, 
Jenny Keese and Rachel Vaughn, 
Motherload. No cover. All proceeds 
benefit domestic violence prevention in 
East Central Illinois. 
SATURDAY 
Detour 
Time I 10 p.m. 
Location I Friend's & Co. 
More info I $4 at the door. 
Tom Vance, 
Stevan Brasel 
Time I 7-9 p.m. 
Location I Jackson Avenue 
More info I No cover. 
Senn & Nutt 
Time I 11 p.m. 
Location I Mom's 
SUNDAY 
Caleb Cook 
Time I 9 p.m. 
location I Mac's Uptown.er 
More info I No cover. 
the list 
Top Five Best One-liners 
Here's our compilation of the best 
one-line jokes. 
» Steven Wright I "If God dropped 
acid, would he see people?" 
» Jay Mohr I "You know how to tell 
if the teacher is hung over; Movie Day." 
» George Carlin I "If you can't beat 
them, arrange to have them beaten." 
» Rodney Dangerfield I "When 
I played in the sandbox, the cat kept 
covering me up." 
» Rita Rudner I "When I was a 
kid, I had two friends, and they were 
imaginary and they would only play with 
each other." 
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FROM PAGE Bl 
"Lost" premieres at 8 p.m. on 
Wednesday, Oct. 4 on ABC. 
The house is having peop le over 
with beer, soda and a ton of food 
to celebrate the third season of 
"Lost," McGuire said. 
"We're all excired about the new 
season," he said. 
The roommates all agree their 
obsessed wich the show and Al-
bertsen even refers to himself as a 
"Lost supemerd." 
He said he's a regular on the 
"Lost" message board on official 
ABC Web site. 
"I'U be on there up co five hours 
ac a time," he said. "I'll talk with 
the guys about different theories 
thac ocher fans pose on the Web 
site." 
Other message boards the guys 
read and posr on is the Eastern 
Facebook club called "Are you lost 
yec." The club has 94 members. 
H Smith 
FROM PAGE Bl 
"We've had a phenomenal 
rumouc ac both shows," said UB 
concert coordiantor Grecchen 
Claypool: 
About 300 people attended past 
shows and Claypool and other UB 
members expect a turnout just as 
big for Smith. 
"I chink the people who have 
come will ceJI their friends," Clay-
pool said. 
Smith attended the University 
of Notre Dame where be once 
received a week's pass to a tan-
ning salon for winning a comedy 
competition. 
After graduation he moved to 
Chicago where he was offered a 
job right our of college working 
for Prudential Preferred Financial 
Services. 
The comedian sold Life Insur-
ance, which was based solely on 
commission. 
"IfI didn't sell, I didn't eat," 
Smith said. 
Needless to say, thac was the last 
time he sac in a cubicle, and Chi-
cago soon became the place where 
he learned how to be funny. 
Although Charleston and Chi-
cago differ, Smith is glad to be in 
the state chat where he started. 
"(It is) Great! Although I 
chink Charleston, ill. is a differ-
ent slice of Ulinois than Chicago," 
he said jokingly adding, "Is there 
a Harold's Chicken in Charleston?" 
Smith said Chicago was where 
he learned how to put on a show 
and how to entertain an audience 
for over an hour. 
"Audiences char let me say 
whatever I wanr co say," are Smith's 
favorites. "I'm not new at this." 
However, when he was new 
ac performing gigS. Smith experi-
enced nerves, something he said 
most people experience before 
performing. 
"I love nerves now," Smith 
claimed. "(l) weJcome them. 
Nerves are my friends." 
Comedians char inspired and 
influenced Smith co make bolder 
choices in his comedy include Bill 
Cosby, ruchard Pryor, Moms Mab-
ley, Redd Foxx and his favorite, 
Franklyn Ajaye. 
Albertsen said none of them 
creaced the group because someone 
had beaten chem to it. 
So why is there such an obses-
sion with the show at Eastern? 
Kenter said the show is full of 
complex details chac layer on each 
other. 
"Every character in the show 
is connected somehow and that 
mixed in with all the mystery 
makes you want co keep watching 
and find our more," he said. 
The roommates all agreed 
"Lost" is a science fiction phenom-
enon, a "Gilligan's Island meecs 
"X-Files." 
Albertsen said it's a show 
that pulls you in more with each 
episode. 
"It's going to be hard having co 
wait a week until the next "Lost" 
airs," he said. 
The house will be counting 
down co the premiere by watching 
second season episodes all night 
until then. 
"You wouldn't believe how 
many rehashed ideas the comedi-
ans you love today have borrowed 
from chem," he said. 
UB members saw Smith ac the 
National Association for Campus 
Activities convention in Boston 
where he was the MC. 
"He was a real crowd pleaser," 
Schaefer said. 
r 
I 
I 
I 
Besides booking gigs all around 
North America, he has appeared ' I 
on Comedy Central's "Premium I 
Blend," CBS's "Scar Search" and 
The WB's "Gilmore Girls." 
"My television career is an I 
extreme blessing," he said. "I never 
I .ser our to be an actor. Bue for some 
reason some people feel chat I'm 
nor bad at it." 
His experiences caught him 
what it cakes co make a celevision 
show. 
"You get to see the creative 
process at work," Smith said. "You 
fed like you are on the other side 
of the curtain." 
Typically, Smith performs at 
comedy clubs. He moved co Los 
Angdes in 2000 where he regularly 
appears ac the World Famous lm-
prov and Hermosa Beach Comedy 
and Magic Club. 
"Jay Leno performs there a loc," 
Smith said. 
Despite the many appearances 
ar known comedy clubs, Smith is 
glad ro be appearing before college 
students as weU. 
"They are smarr and if chey 
love a joke they really laugh at ic," 
he said. "Plus my hope is that in 
doing so many colleges chat I can 
begin ro carve out some sore of fan 
base chat will support me through 
the resc of my career." 
Recencly, while performing a 
nooner (a show thac takes place at 
noon) Smith said he was interrupc-
ed by a blind girl who blurted out, 
"I see whar you're talking about!" 
which he said cracked him up. 
rught now, his act focuses on 
relationships because he wanes 
couples to stay together. 
Smith currently appears on 
UPN's "Everybody Hates Chris." 
"Working on Chris Rock's show 
has been a great experience," he 
said. ul've learned a lot and the 
Executive Producers have been very 
generous in giving me a chance to 
grow." 
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JACK DAN & CORONA 
·-----------· 1 $43.00 On 1 
: Partial Hilites 
Olftr eiitpi:tt.s JOI 1!06 
.. ___________ .. 
Atk About Our 8ikinl 
Waxing! 
r---------- .. %10 Off 
: On Men's Cuts : 
Offtroplres IWl 106 
.. __________ .. 
Call Now 
217-345-5451 
-------, 
DQ Good only at the Charleston I Dairy Queen 20 State St. I 
* Take Division St. North to State St. 
348-6886 I 
50~ -off atty leg. 
or 
Large Jlizzard 
Offer Expires October 31, 2006 
' e ~me' o&treet.. .258~8085 
Monda~-Friday from 9am-6pm 
WEDDING & BACHELOREtTE 
ITEMS, 
GAG GIFTS, VIDEOS, l:>Vt>S, 
MAGAZINES, NOVEL TIES 
& UNGERIE 
***Coupon for free gift with purchase*** 
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Cyber Lounge has space to spare 
Lounge has much to offer, 
but students are unaware it 
exists 
By Jason Duarte 
Verge Reporter 
The newly renovated Cyber Lounge in 
7th Street Underground can be used for 
many differenc funccions. 
From watching lV to scudying to jmc 
relaxing, a srudent can do it all and with 
plenty of elbow room co spare. 
The Cyber Lounge has not been a 
popular place on campus, even after un-
dergoing the recenc renovations, and it is 
questionable as ro why. 
Ir's a place co go. wirh several forms of 
c:nrertainmenr. 
If roommates arc loud and a quiet place 
ro scudy is needed, lhc Cyber Lounge 
allows one co gee away, with a plethora of 
rabies available. 
The Cyber Lounge even has two big-
screen TVs with couches probably more 
comfortable than Mom's; and a comfort-
able: place co watch a movie: or just rake: a 
rcsr. 
Some wane co keep the: new 
venue secluded from chc srudenr 
masses. 
wl haven't really told coo many 
people, 'cause I don'r wanr co come 
here and have ir be filled with 
people," Stamm said. "It's kind of 
nice and quiet." 
Ac the norrheast end of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Unjon, a green awning reads 7th 
Street Underground. 
Through the doors and down 
che staircase:, another set of doors 
awaits and ir is through those doors 
that the Cyber Lounge sits. 
To the righr, a sec oflVs, 
couches and a row of computers 
stand waiting robe used. 
To the left arc many empty 
tables and chairs. 
Also down chere is a stage, com-. 
piece with speakers and lights. 
Much of rhe rime, rhc:re is an 
entire lounge pracrically unused. 
Four computers with lncernet capability 
arc there: for srudents ro freely browse rhe 
'nee or work on homework. 
The Cyber Lounge also has lace 
hours to accommodate srudents 
who like ro burn rhe midnight oil. llATT POU 1 Ol lME YmE 
Students use the computers in the Cyber Lounge. Despite the renovations, not many students know or 
take advantage of it. 
The Cyber Lounge hours are 7 
a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday, 7 a.m. to l a.m. Friday, 
10 a.m. to l a.m. Saturday and 10 a.m. to 11 
p.m. Sunday. 
This place even has its own piano for 
srudents co practice: on or jusc start a jam 
session. 
So, why don't more srudc:nrs take advan-
tage: of this place? 
"I don't think they acrually know about 
it," said Susan Stamm, a senior education 
major. "I came down here for a show and 
the: guy was making fun of people who were 
watching TV during his sec. So, I was like, 
'Oh, whac's down here?' And after che show, 
I looked around and it looked like it would 
be comfortable: co do your homework and 
scuff." 
One of chc: problems may be chat most 
srudc:nrs just don't know abour ic, or if they 
do, they don't know where it's locarc:d or 
what rhe Cybc:r Lounge has to offer. 
"I think ic would be good if it was ad-
vertised," Stamm added. "People would take 
advantage of it, probably." 
• • nrev1ew 
Black Dahlia leaves 
viewers in the dark 
Teague Molloy 
Verge Critic 
"Black Dahlia" lacked as a quality retell-
ing of a famous Hollywood murder that left 
a female victim chopped in half at the waist, 
disembowded, drained of blood and marked 
up. 
Director Brian De Palma did recreate the 
1940s setting well, but failed ac making this 
film shine. 
The characters' 
thoughcs wichin the 
film were odd and 
misleading cowards the 
building of the plot and 
made for less suspense:. 
The theater lacked 
patrons and put many 
co sleep, including 
myself. 
From the scare of rhe 
film ro che end, the act-
ing and scenes lacked 
substance: and bored 
the viewer because it 
was not jusr a mur-
der mystery. The film 
became personal with 
its characters and also 
became heavily focused on the rdationships 
berween them. 
It was easy co get lost and confused 
throughout the building of the plot because 
the film gor coo involvtd in the thoughts of 
the individual characters. This was confus-
ing and misleading to the viewer. 
In addition, lead actor Josh Hartnett did 
a poor job acting the role of the investigating 
policeman. De Palma focused on the lives 
of the characters and lost couch with the 
murder and pursuit of the murderer of che 
"Black Dahlia." Instead the film focused on 
the policeman's perspectives and thoughts 
about their investigation inco the murder of 
slain actress, Elizabeth Short. 
Instead, the film involved the characrers 
that had come into con-
tact with her. 
Harmett's acting as a 
police invesrigacor into 
the murder was blown 
out of proportion, mis-
leading and the cenrral 
point of the scoryline was 
lost. 
No cencral idea was 
clearly communicacc:d 
to the viewer beyond 
the murder and as I 
said previously the film 
became overly involved 
in rhe lives of ochers char 
offered little co rhe death 
or plot. 
The acting was poor 
because of the young accor's bad impressions 
of the 1940s. 
The film lacked the quality of a good clas-
sic murder mystery that Hollywood usually 
offers, even though ic has received numerous 
stars. 
Awful-ly funny jokes 
Nation'al Lampoon is at it again, this time in the form of 
literature 
By Matt Poli 
Associate Verge Editor 
piece with a joke analysis at rhe end of every 
chapter. 
While there are few jokes in this 
What's rhe mosr offen- book char can be rold ar 
sive, disgusting, hilarious grandma's birthday parry, 
book a college student the raunchy hilarity will 
could read? No, ic's not evencually bring a smirk co 
an anatomy texrbook, it's the face of the rightest of 
National Lampoon's "Jokes tightwads. 
Jokes Jokes Collegiate &ii- You can't expect an 
rion." incc:llc:crual, anc:cdocal book 
Wrirren by comedian/ from someone who scares 
writer Scc:ve Ochs, this "jokes are a man's world ... 
book is nearly 300 pages kind of a kooky Viagra for 
of entertaining anecdores the man who can't achieve 
char will even make your or maintain elations" in the 
professor chuckle: then say, introduction. 
"Ohhh that's bad." This book even provides 
No publishing company a sc:ccion with jokes chat 
in ics righc mind could dare can be used ro punk out 
co print such grotesque:, one of your friends, male 
off- color humor. or female, in the "Jokes 
So it's no wonder Na- Thar Can Be Modified To 
rional Lampoon {"Animal -~~ Bag On A Specific Person" 
House" and "Vacation") chaprer. 
has its own press co publish Pick out the jokes that 
this compilation oflewd, ........ ...._ __________ are coo funny co resist and 
comical jokes. busr rhc:m ouc ar a parry, 
Separated into cwo caregories, "The and you'll be making more friends than a 
Courses" and "The Life," the jokes are frat kid with a fut fuU of cash. 
broken into subcategories that cover almost Some of the jokes may be familiar; some 
every topic for a good joke possible:. of them complc:cc:ly offensive:, bur laughter 
No ethnic group, gender or religion is is bound co ensue with ar lease a few, if nor 
spared in every section, which comes com- many, of these college-humored tales. 
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oing 6ac in time 
Harvest Frolic and Trades Fair gives 
guests a 19th century experience 
By David Thill 
Verge f>.eporter 
Macthew Mittelstaedt wants people co 
travd back through time, or at least a step 
back to the 19th century. 
Mittelstaedt is the site manager at Lincoln 
Log Cabin, a stare historical site near Lema 
that depicts life in the 19th century on Abra-
ham Lincoln's parents' farm. 
The site is currently preparing for its 
annual Harvest Frolic and Trades Fair to be 
held chis weekend. 
Mirrelstaedr said the evenc is "our version 
of a 19th century trades fair and agricultural 
show." 
The purpose of the event is co provide 
education and entertainment, Mictelstaedt 
said. Ir will feature a Punch and Judy-style 
period puppet show, a medicine show, music, 
crafts and food. The purpose of all of which 
is co provide visitors with a glimpse at life in 
the latter portion of the 19th century, Mit-
tdstaedc said. 
For example, by modem day srandards, 
the Punch and Judy puppet show may not be 
acceptable but sho.uld be kept in context. 
"The puppet show is really representative 
of 19th century entertainment," Mictdstaedr 
"Hairspray" will be 
showing at the lliinois 
Stace University Braden 
Auditorium in Normal 
tltis Sunday. Tickets cost 
from $43 to $45. 
The "Harvest Frolic and 
Agriculrural Fair" will be 
taking place at the Lincoln 
Log Cabin State Historic 
Site tltis Sunday. The event 
is from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
said. "If you're sining there with modern sen-
sibilities, you might think it's a little sexist, 
but it really represents the period." 
A new edition to the event this year will 
be the medicine show, Mictelstaedt said. 
"It's for entertainment purposes, but ir's 
basically like a rravding salesman," he said. 
"He will have a pitch and some kind of tonic 
that he's trying to sell you." 
A euphemism for the medicine show 
would be the classic "Snake Oil Salesman," 
Mittelstaedt said. 
Traveling salesmen were fairly common-
place in the latter portion of the 19th century, 
he said. 
As Mittelstaedt stood over his desk, he be-
gan flipping through copies of a newspaper 
from 1837 in search of an advertisement that 
illustrated the "snake oil salesman." 
"(Traveling salesmen) would make wild 
claims of cbe medicinal properties of their 
conics," he said. "They were really outland-
ish, wild claims. Of course, back then they 
didn't have rhe rruth in advertising like we 
do today." 
Enterrainment aside, Mittelstaedt said he 
Roger Waters, formerly 
of Pink Floyd, will be play-
ing at the First Midwest 
Bank Ampirheatre in Chi-
cago this Friday. The show 
srarts at 8 p.m. and tickets 
range from $119 co $495. 
invites people of all ages co visit 
the event and see Illinois from 
the 19th century. 
"I would encourage (people) 
to take a step back and view the 
furure of Illinois through the 
lens of the 19th century," he said. 
The future of Illinois at that 
rime was often thought of as 
purely agricultural, Mirrdstaedt 
said. 
"It's a different world," he 
said. "In the 19th cemury it's the 
farmer that's the backbone of the 
nation, not the urban communi-
... 
aes. 
The event will include various 
vendors, some of which will be 
present for purely demonst.rative 
reasons, while ochers will have items such as 
food, baskers, pottery and walking sticks for 
sale, Mittelsraedt said. · 
The Harvest Frolic and Trades Fair will 
cake place from 10 a.m. ~o 4 p.m. Saturday 
and Sunday. The event is free and open to 
the public . 
• 
FRIDAY 
The Salvation 
Army of Coles 
and Cumber-
land Counties 
1" Annual Golf 
Benefir this Fri-
day in Mattoon. 
The benefit cakes 
place at the Mead-
owview Golf Course 
and starts at 1 p.m. To 
enter, it coses $75 per 
person. 
The Black N Blue Band 
will be playing at Toaster's Pub 
at 1408 Broadway Ave. in Mat-
toon. The show is this Friday from 
9 p.m. co 1 a.m. For more informa-
tion, call (217) 235-5253. 
The "Fall 2006 Barbershop Quance 
and Chorus Competition" is taking place 
at the Peoria Civic Center Theatre this Fri-
day. It premiers at 7 p.m. and rickets are $15. 
The Martoon High School is having their 
fall play this Friday at 7:30 p.m. They will be 
performing "The Calamiryville Terror." 
The EIU Marching Band 
Contest will be hdd at 
O'Brian Stadium this Sat-
urday ar Eastern. The event 
takes place all day. 
Allee Cooper will be 
playing Sunday ac 8 p.m. It 
takes place ac The Pageant 
ac 6161 Delmar in Sc Louis. 
Tickers cost from $95 to 
$157. For more informa-
tion, call (314) 726-6161. 
Jackson Avenue 
coffee will be host-
ing the "Night of 
Hope: Domestic 
Violence Preven-
tion in East Central 
~ .. .::::=111~•-••l' lllinois" benefit 
""" this Friday. It will 
feature Live 
music, silent art auction and raffies. It goes 
from 6 to 10 p.m. and is free. 
"Break: The Urban Funk Spectacular" will 
be held at the Bloomington Center for the 
Performing Arts this Friday. The show begins at 
8 p.m. and tickers cost $20 to $32.50. For more 
information, call (309) 434-2777. 
Heavy Trash will be playing ar the Cowboy 
Monkey in Champaign this Friday. The show 
scares at IO p.m. and tickets cost $10. 
SATURDAY 
The National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People "Soul Food Festival" is taking 
place this Sarurday from 11 a.m. co 6 p.m. It 
will be held ac the Decaruc Civic Center. For 
more information, call (217) 422-7300. 
Method Man, with Masrah Killah and 
Inspecrah Deck, will be playing at the Canopy 
Club in Urbana this Saturday. The show starts at 
7 p.m. and cost $20. 
The Martha Graham Dance Company, with 
the University of Illinois New Music Ensemble, 
will be playing at the Krannen Cencer Festival 
Theatre in Urbana. The show is this Saturday 
and tickers oost $20 to $36. For more informa-
tion, call (800) 527-2849. 
The October Family Fest/Illinois Wine and 
Cheese Festival will cake place this Saturday 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. It will be hdd ac the 
Rockome Gardens in Arcola. For more informa-
tion, call (217) 268-4106. 
The "Inrernacional Beer Tasting and Chili 
Cook-off' will be taking place ac the comer of 
Main and Broadway in Urbana. le is Sarurday 
and goes from 3 co 8 p.m. Tickets are $5. 
SUNDAY 
"Bank on Murder," an interactive murder 
mystery is taking place this Sunday ac the 
Round Barn Banquer Center in Champaign. 
The event takes place at 6 p.m. and tickers cost 
$37.50. For more information, call (217) 355-
3636. 
Powermen 5000, with Bang and None 
Taken, will be playing at the Canopy Club in 
Urbana this Sunday. The show stares at 8 p.m. 
and coses $15. 
' 
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Serving a floater 
Different styles make 
for different results 
when serving a 
volleyball 
By Adam larcl1 
Staff Reporter 
Besides choosing whar type of 
arrack co use or where to block, 
another decision happens co start 
the rally: 
Whar type of serve should be 
hiL • 
The Panthers currently have 
three different types of serves they 
use, a jump serve, a jump Boater or 
a standing floater. 
"Those are the three types of 
serves that we do, and it depends on 
their success at the types as to what 
cype we're doing," said head coach 
Lori Bennett. 
This weekend, the Panthers will 
be given multiple opportunities to 
use all three as they face O hio Valley 
Conference opponents Morehead 
Seate and Eastern Kentucky on 
the road. Eastern Kentucky's head 
coach Lori Duncan said the team 
still mainly uses standing serves. 
"Most ofren we use a Aoacer," 
Duncan said. "A couple jump serve 
but not many." 
The normal jump serve differs 
from the jump floater by how the 
ball is hit. 
While the jump floater generally 
has little co no spin on che ball, the 
jump serve adds spin. 
"The jump server has a top spin, 
generally speaking, so we call it a 
jumper," Bennett said. "The jump 
floater doesn't ~pin at all. lt travels 
through the air wich no spin and 
when ir does chat, it catches currents 
of air in che facility and chose air 
currents can push the ball around 
various places." 
The standing Aoater does che 
same ching chat the jump Roarer 
does, but che hie is much less 
powerful just standing. 
The serve from che jump floater 
is also harder co return because of a 
higher trajectory, Bennett said. 
While both serves are hie the 
same way, che jump version adds a 
lot more movement co che serve. 
"For che Aoacer you're standing 
on the ground, and for che jump 
floater you do a spike approach and 
then toss it," Bennett said. 
Currently, freshman outside 
hi tter Jessica Wheder uses the jump 
Boater. She said her consistency has 
still been lacking from the serves, 
though. 
Many club reams and some 
collegiate reams have gone to che 
jump Aoacer serve, as it is harder 
co return. Bennett has been 
surprised, though, by how linle the 
competition this year has used it, 
though. 
"Still a lot of players are on che 
ground or when they do jump 
there's a lot of cop spin ... a jumper," 
Bennett said. 
Duncan said Eastern Kentucky 
has been more conservative with 
jump serves. 
"It's (serving) been a lot better 
then it has in the past," Duncan said. 
"For the most part we're working 
on being more consistent." 
Overall, the Panchers' serving 
has been improving in practice, 
Bennett said. 
Offense 
FROM PAGE B8 
llaoa's backup is even bigger, as 
senior Reagan Mauia stands as a 
6-fooc, 351,pound running back 
converted from defensive end. 
"When chey do run, chey're a 
load," Eastern defensive coordinator 
Roe Bellantoni said. 
Brennan has thrived in his second 
year as a starter in head coach June 
Jones' run-and-shoot offense. Jones 
has been quick co praise Brennan 
and the entire offense, saying 
Brennan is physically the besc 
quarterback he's ever had. 
This also includes former Hawaii 
quarterback Timmy Chang, the 
NCM' career leader in passing 
yards. Chang threw for 17,072 
yards in his four-year career and 
surpassed Ty Detmer's total passing 
yards record in 2004. 
"As a secondary, chis is the 
type of game chat we look for," 
said Eascern's senior safety Tristan 
Burge. "We like reams that pass che 
ball, that'll come out and just slam 
Stevens 
FROM PAGE B8 
Once the suitcase flipped open 
with $250,000 in it, the deal 
sbould've taken long enough for 
McDuffie to sign his name. 
However, if the NCM selection 
committee is forced to sic down and 
look at che Panchers as an at-large 
candidate, they'll quickly realize all 
of Eastern's wins are unimpressive 
on paper. The home win against 
Indiana Scace is what weakens rhe 
EIU playoff resume more than 
the ball around. We'U have to be on 
our '!\ game." 
The secondary lived up co its 
early-season national recognition 
last weekend at Samford. Senior 
cornerbacks B.J. Brown and 
Terrance Sanders forced a fumble, 
while cornerback Ben Brown 
recovered one and sophomore safety 
Ke-Andre Sams had an interception. 
Ben Brown also had a team-high six 
cackles in the game. 
Burge said he challenged the 
entire secondary before the Samford 
game to play bener than they had 
the previous game at lllinois State. 
Samford had 248 yards passing and 
rwo couchdown passes, but most 
of its yardage was on wide receiver 
screens and passes thrown in the 
Aar. 
"I told (Ben Brown) chat all 
you got to chink about when you 
step on that field is Sports Network 
ranked you the No. 9 cornerback 
in the nacion," Burge said about his 
teammates preseason ranking. "I 
just challenged chem all co be better 
than they what they can be because 
we gee no respect. Nobody thinks 
we're as good as we think we are." 
the loss at Illinois State. What is 
astounding is that a solution was 
possible for McDuffie and company 
and it was as easy as S-1-U. 
"We'd acrually like to play a 
rivalry with Eastern every year to 
make up for chat open dace," said 
SIU spores information director 
Tom Weber. "Bur (we) have gotten 
no response back." 
The Salukis were shocked when 
Soucheast Missouri and new head 
coach Tony Samuel pulled the plug 
on ics annual rivalry. With McDuffie 
being the former head honcho at 
SEMO, he had co know what was 
going on in Cape Girardeau, Mo. 
redictio ns 
Here are the Daily Eastern News' 
score predictions for Saturday's football 
game between Eastern and Hawaii 
Sports Editor 
Matt Daniels 
Hawaii 41, Eastern 21 
Expect Micah Rucker to catch 
another touchdown pass or two, but for 
Hawaii to pull away in the second half. 
Associate Sports Editor 
Marco Santana 
Hawaii 62, Eastern 34 
Eastern keeps it close, for a minute, 
then Hawaii puts it away. 
Sports Reporter 
Matt Stevens 
Hawaii 52, Eastern 24 
Hawaii always runs up the score 
on some sucker school who enjoys 
the vacation. This year Eastern is that 
sucker. 
Season Records: Daniels ( 4-
0), Santana (4-0), Stevens (3-1) 
McDuffie and his rrusty sidekick 
John Smith could've d umped the 
ISU game char hurts us win, lose or 
draw, for a series with the Salukis 
chat gives Eastern another chance at 
a marquee 1-M win. 
If Indiana Scare could've ended 
its ongoing losing streak against 
a lower-level opponent, Panther 
fans would have the opportunity 
to wash out the taste of lase year's 
playoff disaster and the game would 
get local coverage. 
Unfortunately, Eascern's constant 
"we have to play them" attitude 
with Indiana Scace is hurting the 
Panthers in the long run. 
2tul tlnmmJ; 'Uttia8 91WJht<vte 
JudghtQ cr\ter\a htc\udes: 
~~ -~ ~~ 
'fJ!detl flftdtt 
Are you a current Eastern student? 
Then you can enter! 
• ~/quoll'B . it -~·I""" But hurry, there's onl¥ 2 days left to enter!!! 
-~ 
lnV)' deadline - Jljdnlght, Oct. 8, 1006 
Subject matter is "open:' but should relate 
to EIU or Coles County in some way. 
-;; 
lniry rormat I lled'•· 
A complete entry includes both of the following: 
l. Entry form (bel.ow) filled out and turned in to the Union 
Bookstore Customer Service counter (one form per photographer). 
Selected photos printed/displayed -Oct. 6, 2006 2. Original photographs (<ligital or scanned), e-mailed to 
"People's Choice" voting deadline_ Oct. 18, 2006 eluboolmore@yahoo.com. (hard copy photos will be accepted.) 
• • • ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Awards Reception (Bookstore Lounge)- 3-4pm, Oct. 20, 2006 detach entry form here 
"<.Best of Sliow" wins $50 <.Book..,store Certificate, <Print, antf Certificate 
"Peopfe's Choice" wins $50 <.Boo~tore Certificate, <Print, aruf Certificate 
2na<Pface wins $30 <.Boo~ore Certificate ancf }1.warcf Certificate 
3ra Pface wins $ 25 <:Book.., store Certificate ana A wart! Certificate 
Approx. 12 photos will be selected and. displayed 
in the Union Bookstore for the next year (or two)! 
For more information, contact: 
Judi Konrad - 581-5821 or Jon Crask- 581-5334 
Name: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Phone: e-mail: 
~~~~~~~- -~~~~~-
Signature: _____________ ~ 
By submitting photographs to the Bookstore 
Photo Contest, you acknowledge that you are 
the photographer, and that the University Union 
has free right to use the image as needed. 
Submit one entry form. Enter as many images 
as you wish. 
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ALL ACCESS WITH ... 
DAVE CARLSON 
Dave Carlson has run 105 
miles in a week. 
He is a die-hard Chicago 
Bears fan and started running 
distance when he was 14 years 
old. 
The fifth-year senior 
finished in first place at the 
Austin Peay Invitational 
earlier this season and 
considers his favorite movie 
to be "The Big Lebowski." 
The physical education 
· major hopes to someday be a 
cross country coach. 
Associate Sports Editor 
Marco Santana spoke with 
the cross country runner 
Wednesday morning about 
early-morning runs, Carlson's 
hopes for the Chicago Bears 
this season and his favorite 
Beatles song. 
WHAT lllD OF THINGS Will YOU TAKE 
FROM COACH MASAllET II YOUI CAREER? 
Hes super organized. 
Probably what I'll take is breaking 
(training) down for each individual. He 
knows how to get the best deal. 
He shops around a lot for hotds and places 
to cat. He gets the best meal for a dollar. 
He docs a good job of picking ouc places 
co car. 
With our old coach, we ate a lot of fast 
food because he liked it. 
(Masanet) will take us co pasta places so 
we can get pasta or order something else off 
their menu. 
And we go to Subway a lot which is 
excellent because Subway is delicious and 
ir's cheap and you can get anyching you 
want. 
WHAT IS IT UKE NEAR THE EID OF A 
RACE? WHAT'S YOUR WORST EIPERIEICE? 
I'm usually tired, hungry. 
You just gotca put it out of your mind and 
you have to start pushing for the finish. 
The last 1,000 meters, even if it hurts, you 
gotta go. 
Last year when I had mono, I had mono · 
in the fall. I goc over it and I got it back again 
in chc spring. 
Every race was just ccrrible. I just cook 
forever. 
I was running 40 seconds off my P.R. and 
I was just straining. I thought it was jusc I was 
ouc of shape. 
Then I wem co the doctor and he had me 
rested. 
He said "you have mono." I was like 
Ksweec." 
CAN YOU CLEAR UP ANYTHING ABOUT 
SCORING IN CROSS COUNTRY? 
Lowest points wins. 
If you finish fim, you only gee one poinc. 
In track, if you finish first you get 10. 
You try to get in as high a place as possible 
so you can get the lowest points. 
The 6 and 7 runners arc pushers. 
They don't count in scoring but they 
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Dave Carlson is a fifth.year senior who is the team's No. 1 runner. His favorite movie is "The Big Lebowski" and he likes classic rock. His 
favorite Beatles song is "A Day in the Life" and his favorite Mel Gibson movie is "Braveheart" because of "all the killing and stuff." 
displace other t~ fifth runners so their AID VIDEO CANES? 10U CUTS PLAY A LOI' 
score is higher. OF VIDEO GAMES 11 THE HOUSE? 
They arc like ghost runners. 
They arc there co displace other reams fifth 
runner. 
WHAT lllD OF TRAllllKi DO YOU DO OI 
TRAlllllG DAYS? 
If it's a Tuesday or Thursday, we have 
morning practices. I'm up at like 5:30. 
I get up and ear something. a piece of 
bread or someching liccle, do some stretching, 
and we get to practice at 6. Praccice scares ac 
6:15. 
If it's an easy day, a recovery day, then we 
do 10 or 11 miles. 
You have co go to class. so you try co get it 
going prerry quick. 
WHAT ABOUT OI DAYS OF THE MEET? 
WHAT IS YOUR DAY UIE THEii? 
Meet day ... if its here, we don't have co 
ger up early, which is nice, but if ic's away, you 
have to gee up prcrry early. 
We go our and do like a mile, mile and a 
half, three miles, a shake-up, easy. 
Get the legs moving and scuff. 
We usually go co breakfast, or if ic's a 
morning meet we cat something light and 
wait for the meet co gee warmed up, get ready 
for the race .. 
YOUR TWO ROOMMATES ARE ALSO TWO 
TEAMMATES. WHAT'S THAT UKE? 
It makes it easier because you're geccing 
up at the same time they are for morning 
practices. 
You deal with che same thing of having 
co run and do homework. I live with Scocc 
McNamer and Ryan Anderson. 
(They arc) cypical guys. All about sports. 
Don'c like school. 
It gives you people co watch TV with. 
They're not changing channels watching 
Home Shopping Necwork or something. 
I've known chem since my freshman year. 
This will be our fourth year living together. 
We lived in dorms freshman year. 
Sophomore year we lived on First Street, 
junior year we lived on Second Street but on 
the campus side and lase year we lived at the 
comer of Pierce and Division. 
We got the college football '06. 
We {use) North Carolina. 
We schedule (Eastern) and return the ball 
for like five touchdowns. 
(The besc player is) definicely Scotr. He's 
ridiculous. He's a quarterback or the point 
guard. 
WHAT'S THE CROWD SUPPORT BEEN LIKE 
THIS YEAR? IN THE PAST? 
(The Blue Crew) were our there. 
They knew all our names and scuff. Crazy 
blue wigs and sru.ff on. 
Sophomore year we had che cheerleaders 
out there. 
They didn't want co be our chere, you could 
totally tell. {laughs) 
It de6nicely gives you more confidence. 
Sometimes it makes you want co go fasccr 
when you run by the crowd bur you gotta 
calm down and scick co the race plan. 
There's a lot more people yelling. 
A loc more people there .. 
OllE STRATEGY Ill CROSS COUNTRY IS 
PACI RUINING. CAN YOU EIPlAll THAT? 
You cry to pack ic up in like the cop third. 
We have (Brad) Buder and myself are usually 
the cwo heavy hitters up front. 
· Five or six guys together in a pack behind 
us cwo. 
They're pushing us and trying co push pasr 
che ocher teams' 3-4-5 runners .. 
IS THERE A DIFFEREllCE Ill RUllllllCi 
SHOES THAT ARE USED? 
Well you have the heavier training AatS, 
like the ones people buy in scores. 
·Ihcn we have training flats that arc lighter 
with less cushioning. 
We use chem for road.races and fasc· paced 
training. 
We have our racing spikes which are almosc 
nothing with some spikes for craccion. 
Some guys use cross spikes for cross 
country, that's what I do. 
Cross spikes have a rubber bonom. 
Track spikes have a hard rubbe~ place. 
qu 1cllliits 
... , ................ ... 
., They go through the same pradk:es as 
us. They go through the same stuff, dasses. 
Al that BS. work. 
Al the meetings and everything you gotta do 
for a team and stuff Rke that. 
0. die ...,. .... footltall ••• 
J1 Grossman c.an actually pass. they don't 
just IUI the ball every down. 
If he doesn't get hurt, I think they can (keep 
it up). Actualy. we were coming home from a 
meet and had (the Packers/Bears game) on the 
radio. We ran back home from the bus to watch 
the game. 
(Packer fans on the team were) pretty Dr.!. iSeOll• 
They Hve down near us, I don't know how they 
are Packers fans. 
Probably been to Wisconsin three times in 
their whole !Ms. One guy had to wear a Payton 
jersey for an entire week. 
0. ................... . 
JI less mileage (than i1 colege). We didn't 
have morning pradices. If we did, they'd be on 
Saturdays at like 7:30. Meet days were pretty 
much the same. 
0. diltwes •• Cl'Oll contay ... 
JI In track (women) roo the same 
I ttink they should roo the same as us. 
They do the same training for the t Ok in 
as they do in cross country so they might as 
run S.10k races. 
0. crou cwb' u Ills sport ... 
JI (It's offered me) lots of opportunities 
pretty much helped me decide what I was going 
to do with my life after colege. 
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Eastern poaches players from Show Me State 
., .......... 
Staff Reporter 
Two hours from St. Louil bes 
Ohio Valley Conference school 
Soucheasc Missouri State. 
Here ac Eastern. fiabman 
midfielder Alexis Miller, a nadvc 
of Sc. Charles, Mo., plays IOCCla' in 
Illinois instead of Miaoud. 
And freshman def'enclet.)fag.ie 
Gabris grew up only a half.m boUr 
from Sr. Louis in Ballwin. 
SEMO, located in Cape 
Girardeau, Mo., has nine playas on 
irs roster from Missouri. 
"Mose female playcn end (up at 
a college) in a circumference of an 
ua of six hours of their home," said 
SEMO head coach Hcacher Nelson. 
•A loc of chem are family oriented 
and maintain that connection." 
The Panthers' roster consists of 
all Illinois girls except three players. 
Two of chose players are Miller and 
Gabris. 
•The previous rosters had all 
Dlinois players," said Eastern head 
coach Tim Nowak. "When I got the 
job here, it wasn't my goal co look 
out of state." 
On rhe visiting SEMO roster 
the Rcdhawks bring two players 
to Lakeside Field today at 3 p.m. 
in the game bctwccn Eastern and 
SEMO &om the same high school, 
Incarnate Word, as Miller. 
SEMO junior midfielder Margie 
Schadller went to Incarnate Word 
and "leads by example and has a 
phenomenal work rate," Nelson 
said. 
Also from lncarnacc Word is 
Redhawk junior midfielder Lauren 
Costello, who is a very fit player and 
bas a high work ethic according co 
Nelson. 
Miller grew up in the suburbs of 
St. Louis and attended school near 
St. Louis. 
"I love Missouri," Miller said. 
CROSS courmrr I RACE DISTANCES 
'Old-school mentality' hinders progress 
Despite advances in 
other areas, women 
still run shorter races 
than male countcrpans 
., . ...,,. ..... 
Staff Reporter 
Not until 88 years after thC 
Olympics began in 1896wacwomcn 
allowed ro compcce in die mamhon. 
Throughout the years and in all 
levels of play, women ha~ started co 
be considered as equals and gradually 
gain some of the same opponunities 
char men have in sports. 
"Women were only allowed to 
run 800 meters in the Olympics 
until the 70s, when people began 
co use common sense rather than 
prN"nnceived- norionc •aid Illinois 
men's cross country coach Wendel 
McRaven. "It is just an old school 
mentality that women muse be 
weaker chan men, when in actuality 
women may be better suited to run 
extreme discances more so than 
" men. 
Eastern travels to Louisville, 
Ky., chis weekend for Saturday's 
Louisville Invitational, its .first meet 
in rwo weeks. 
While there is no scicncific 
evidence co prove char women 
may be better suited to run longer 
distances, che men do run longer 
than women in college. 
In a collegiate cross country race, 
the women run five kilometers, or is for competitive and participation 
3.12 miles, while che men run reasons, there is now an opportunity 
an eight kilometers, or about five for more women ro run, and if it 
miles. went up there just wouldn't be as 
When rhe runners make it to many women runners," said Sam 
regionals and nationals, the distance Sccmes, CEO of the Unired Stares 
is then extended co 6K for women Track and Field and Cross Country 
and JOK for men. Coaches Association. 
Up until recencly at the high Mose coaches agree that it 
school level in Illinois, the boys depends on the runner, not on the 
would run a 5K and the girls would gender, of who runs the race. Some 
run a 4K. women would be fine with running 
But now the rules have changed a IOK, while ochers like it the way 
so chac boch boys and girls run a it is. 
5K. "Girls' bodies are differ~nr 
That means when chc men run than guys are," said Eastern junior 
in the poscseason, they arc running runner Jillian Blondell. "Our bodies 
double whac they did in high arc more brittle, and as females our 
school, making the adjustment bones and muscles just aren't as 
more difficulc. strong as the men's, so I don't chink 
"It was rough, my first race at the it is a bad thing char we run less 
college level," said Eastern freshman than they do. I just don't chink it is 
runner Bil\wilfl~~{& ~uAJU&-...w:aUJ. ... .h - ,. •• 
more than in high school and more Overall, the runners felt that 
than I expected it co, just because it the difference in mileage is either 
was so many more miles." justified or they hadn't ever really 
The way the distance regulations thoughtaboucchedifferencecnough 
are sec up now freshman women co be bothered by it. 
have a bcccer chance of making a "It is a lot like what we sec in 
difference in college because the other sports," said Eascem head 
distance is nor much, if any. different coach Geoff Masanet. "Whether 
than whar chey ran in high school. it is a smaller field sitt or a lOMr 
Many cross country runners hoop, I think it is just a historical 
also compete as distance runners in rhing and over time, women have 
crack. In both indoor and outdoor proved they can do pretty muc:h 
track, rhc distances arc rhe same, anything guys can do. 
with the women running a l OK "And over time, we've gotten 
also. things co an even keel in most 
"I think the reason the women sports, and over time~ o~ mighr 
run a 5K or 6K as opposed to a I OK gee there." 
J) MVC grandstand and luxury suites. 
"We have gone from the worst 
a non-conference schedule more 
difficult rhan any other team in the 
MVC. FROM P/..GE 88 facilities in college ro che best," 
Warming :.ai<l. 
This season the Bluejays were 
"h's all about the people," picked firsr in the Missouri Valley 
Warming sajd about his successful Conference preseason poll. led by 
career. "You win with the people senior forward Michael Kraus and 
around you. You srake your reigning MVC freshman of rhe 
reputation on the people in your year, forward Byron Dacy. 
program." "I always say if a player is good at 
Warming's reputation is one of a everything, he is good for nothing," 
winner, as his 335 wins prior ro rhe said Warming about his recruiting 
srarr of the season r<t11k him 18ch philosophy. "I look for players wirh 
all-time in NCAA soccer history one special ability and then build 
and 8th among active coaches. around that. 
Warming came back 10 "Training and development arc 
Creighton in 2001 after four years very imponanc and I rdl my players 
at SLU and the program kept on that the fall is all about che cc.-am but 
winning. the ~pring and summer is all about 
'Ihe Blucjays have made five them." 
srraighr NCAA tournament Warming's recruitment and 
appearances. The success has led development of his players have 
10 increased support from the kd to 15 Bluejays being drafted in 
university. che Major League Soccer draft. At 
The team now plays in a state- least one Creighron player has been 
of-che~arr stadium that is a far cry selected in each year the MLS draft 
from rhe ci!Y park rhcy previously has been held, the only team in the 
called home. country to old chis distinction. 
The $13 miJJion soccer-specific Creighton's dominance could be 
Michael G. Morrison Stadium tested this year by the surprisingstan 
opened in 2003 with a 6.000 sear of both Eastern and Evansville. 
capacity, ••• r:cp,~a!. , ~ir~ ••• 1;o~roct,.. However, C~to.n .p,liycd 
According co Warming, die 
Bluejays' non-confcrmce sChedule 
was the ranked the toughest our 
of all rhe schools in the Mklwat 
region. 
The Bluejays playal c:xbibidon 
games againsr No. 2 Clemson and 
No. 18 Akron. 
They also played regular season 
games against No. 20 Indiana and 
No. 25 Notre Dame. 
"We play an incredibly hard 
schedule to prepare ourselves for 
the always-tough MVC race," 
Warming said. 
The MVC race is up for grabs, 
Warming said, and Missouri Stare 
head coach Jon l...eamy agreed with 
char assessment. 
"I think the conference is wide-
opcn this year; he said. "There 
is a lot of pariry and it won't be a 
swprisc whoever wins. I have never 
seen it so open before." 
However, Leamy has not 
forgotten about recent history and 
the Bluejays success. 
"Creighton will be there at rhe 
end," Leamy said. "They will be a 
Jca.nJ Jo contend with." 
"Ir's a safe place so I could do 
whatever I want, walk wbCR:¥a' I 
go. I don't have to watch out for 
myself," Miller said of living in St. 
Charles. Miller also said that aspect 
is similar to Charleston. 
Miller's life has connections to 
Sr. Louis with her father being the 
current head coach of the SL Louis 
Soccer Club. Miller said she baueen 
several concerts in rhc St. Louis area 
and has also seen several St. Louis 
Rams' and Cardinals games. 
There arc many Missouri 
universities and colleges. but Miller 
was only recruited by DePaul and 
Eastern. 
•1 like the small town (of 
Eastan) because I grew up closer co 
a big dty: Miller said. 
Miller said she never had an 
interest in SEMO, even though 
the head coach of her Olympic 
Development Program was Nelson. 
"We m:ruit out of the Sc. Louis 
uea,• Nelson said. "(Those schools) 
ha~ a very strong history of winning 
the championships or being in rhe 
finals.· 
Nelson said there arc a variety 
of reasons players come co SEMO, 
including highly recognized 
academic programs, a Division I 
program and a nice small school. 
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Men's soccer begins Missouri Valley 
Conference play Saturday. 
Eastern is off to its best start since 
2001 and Evansville, led by forward Ian 
McAuley (above) have started out 6-3 
after a 2-14-1 season last year. 
McAuley has six goals on the season 
and missed all of 2005 due to a leg 
injury. 
Here are three other players to 
watch in the conference this season 
beside McAuley. 
1. Cory Benlo, &ansvllle- The junior 
forward is tied with Eastern's Brad Peters 
for the conference lead in goals with seven. 
Benio has been a key reason for the Purple 
Ac.es' resurgence this year. 
2.. Mick Galesld, Eastem - The 
Blackburn, England, native has scored goals 
and set up his teammates for goals so far 
this year. Galeski has three goals to go along 
with four assists, and his leadership has 
helped Eastern to its early-season success. 
His first two years In Charleston, Galeski had 
two goals and five assists. 
3. Lance Puller, Missouri St. - Goals 
are hard to come by for MSU opponents. 
Parker has allowed five goals In 900 
minutes of play and is leading the MVC in 
goals-against average. The 6-foot-4-inch 
Parker has four shutouts this year. 
- Matt Daniels 
MATT STEVENS I THROWING HEAT 
Drop Sycamores, 
add Carbondale 
to the schedule 
Tradicion is a wonderful thing. 
It defines a person, family and 
university in the case of Eastern. 
Bur there comes a point where 
tradition becomes laziness. 
We've reached mat point with 
the Eastern-Indiana State football 
rivalry. 
With its choice of non-
conference games, Eastern has 
forced itself to once again win the 
0 hio Valley Conference in order 
co make ir back-co-back playoff 
appearances. 
A win at Illinois Stare would've 
made this argurnenc mooc, but a 
third srraighc loss to the Redbirds 
backed the Panthers into this 
corner once again. An impressive 
I-AA win would've counccrcd the 
disappointment in Normal. 
Nobody is blaming director of 
athletics Rich McDuffie for taking 
the 1-A game. 
lc's what he has to do and when 
it comes co the money we get, he 
does ic well. 
It was as if Illinois athletic 
director Ron Guenther drove to 
Charleston and said, "hey, I got 
this football program in shambles 
and we need a win. If I have ro fire 
this new coach, rm going co run 
out of guys named Ron to hire." 
H SEE STEYEllS 
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Matt Stevens is a senior journalism 
major. He can be reached at 
danville1999@yahoo.com. 
MEN'S SOCCER I MISSOURI VALLEY CONFERENCE PREVIEW 
CREIGHTON DOMINATES 
Bluejays control of 
MVC started humbly 
17 years ago on a sod 
farm in Nebraska 
By Joe Waltasti 
Staff Reporter 
In 1993, Creighton was perfect. 
The Blucjays were the &rsc team 
in 20 years ro have an undefeated 
and untied regular season record. 
Creighton finished the season 19-
0-0. 
The dream season ended 
premanucly, however, in a four-
overtime game against Air Force 
in the second round of the NCAA 
coumament. The Bluejay faithful 
had twice rushed the fidd after 
apparcnc game winning "golden 
goals" in overtime, but both 
times an offsides call halted the 
celebrations. 
Thar would not be the only time 
the Bluejays would taste success, as 
head coach Bob Warming builr a 
c!Yn~cy our oflireralJy nothjng. 
When Warming first came co 
the Omaha, Neb., school in 1989, 
the soccer program was on a four-
ycar hiatus. 
Warming was r.he coach of rhe 
Bluejays, buc he did noc fidd a team 
in his first year. Inscead he cook a 
year ro recruit and uain his ceam 
withouc playing any real games. 
practice 6.dd and was forced ro look 
elsewhere. 
"We practiced on a sod farm,' 
he said. "We rented space anywhcn 
we could so we could train." 
When the Blucjays bcgar. 
competition in 1990, rhc rem 
played home games at a cilJ 
park fifteen minutes outside oi 
campus. 
Despite the lack of any campw 
facilities, Warming and his al: 
freshmen roster shocked the countrJ 
going 12-5-3 in their inauguri 
season. 
In their second season, the 
Bluejays were nationally rank~ 
and r.he No. 1 ream in rhe Midw~ 
Region, a spot they would hold for 
26 consecutive weeks, including 
their perfect run in 1993. 
Thar year Warming was honored 
as the Soccer News' National Coach 
of the Year. 
Following the 1994 season. 
Warming made a stunning move, 
leaving the program he rumol 
around for the athletic dirccror 
position ac Fwman College ill 
Greenville, S. C. 
After only 4nc year a.wny Eroin ~ 
sidelines, Warming said he misso! 
coaching roo much and Saine Loui 
University was quick to offer bin 
its head coaching position. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF CllEKHTOI SPOll'S llFORNATIOI 
Senior forward Michael Kraus and the Creighton Bluejays are trying 
to advance to the NCAA tournament for the sixth consecutive year. 
Training was nor an easy thing 
co accomplish at Creigbcon. The 
team did not have an on-campus • 
Warming again worked hi 
magic. The year before he arrivtt 
at SLU, the Billikens finished 6 
12-0 but he led them to a NCAA 
tournament Final Four appearana 
in his fuse season. 
n SEE MYC, PAGE 17 
FOOTBALL I EASTERN AT HAWAII 
Panthers look to stop potent offense 
ERIC HILTIEl I THE DAILY WTEH IEWS 
Defensive coordinato,r Roe Bellantoni (right} and the 
defense face the nation's No.4-ranked offense Saturday. 
Warriors' quarterback 
Brennan ranked second 
nationally in total offense 
By Matt Daniels 
Sports Eaitor 
~ Eastern acting head coach Mark 
Hutson said Monday the best game plan 
for his ceam againsc Hawaii is to keep its 
offense off the 6.eld. This may be easier 
said than done. 
Hawaii (1-2) brings the nation's fourth-
besc offense in I-A into Saturday's game 
against the Panthers at Aloha Stadium in 
Honolulu, Hawaii. 
Junior quarterback Colt Brennan ranks 
second in the nation in cotal offense per 
game, averaging 360.3 yards per game. 
Brennan docs most of bis damage 
through the air, as he has passed for 1,034 
yards and nine touchdowns in three 
games. 
Brennan has three wide receivers with 
more than 100 yards receiving. Sophomore 
widcout Davonc Bess leads the team 
with 24 catches for 302 yards. Hawaii 
doesn't run the ball much, but when they 
Eastern Hawaii 
(2.·2.) (1 ·2.) 
Time: 11 p.m. (CST) 
Place: Aloha Stadium 
EIU's last game: 
24-13 Wat Samford 
Hawaii's Last Game: 
41-34 Lat Boise St. 
do, Brennan gives it co two big running 
backs. 
Nace Uaoa, a 5-foot-9, 248-pounl 
sophomore, leads the team with 19' 
rushing yards and ako has 12 catchet &r 
in yards. 
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